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Green on green—a Metchosin garden in May.Green on green—a Metchosin garden in May.

is available at these SER I OUS COFFE E locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Campbell River—Island Highway @ Village Willow Point

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd

Sidney—Beacon Avenue 

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza

Nanaimo—V I Conference Centre good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!
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’Round! ’Round! ’Round! We Get Around!

Greetings to readers in the University Heights area who are receiving Island Tides in their mailbox this edition. If you
would like to continue reading Island Tides, in future you can pick-up a copy from Safeway in University Heights

Shopping Centre. More newspaper box locations are listed on page 3.

BC Ferries’ move last year to get into the

commercial ‘drop trailer’ business between

the Mainland and Vancouver Island

brought loud complaints of ‘unfair

competition’ from Seaspan Intermodal, who

had previously enjoyed a monopoly on this

kind of service. Now the government has

passed the problem to the Ferry

Commissioner, who will have to regulate the

service.

The buck has been passed via a series of

amendments to the Coastal Ferry Act,
included in Bill 20, the Miscellaneous
Statutes Amendment Act (No. 3), which was

given First Reading on April 29.

The new legislation, which is specifically

targeted at the ‘drop trailer’ service on major

routes, orders the ferry commissioner to

determine whether ‘a ferry operator’

(presumably BCFS) has an ‘unfair

competitive advantage’ in providing the

service, because it can use ships and

terminals that are or were owned by the

government (or a ‘government body’), or

because it has a tax exemption or subsidy
(presumably not available to its
competition).

If the Ferry Commissioner determines
that such an unfair advantage exists, he
must either order that the service be
contracted out, or that BCFS must charge at
least as much as it would have to without the
‘unfair competitive advantage’.

Drop Trailers – a History
First of all, what are ‘drop trailers’? Most
people are familiar with the tractor/semi-
trailer combinations that are the workhorses
of road-freight hauling worldwide. When
one is loaded on a ferry to Vancouver Island,
it is essentially parked for a couple of hours,
and its driver is idled.

But the tractor (the power unit) still has
to be paid for, and so does the driver.

Some fifty years ago, Seaspan’s
predecessors started the Vancouver Island
‘drop trailer’ business, using roll-on/roll-off
ferries and barges which carried only the

Pender farmland project
partners with TLC
The Pender Island Community Farmland
Acquisition Project Society (PICFAPS) has entered
into a cooperative relationship with The Land
Conservancy of BC (TLC) in its move to purchase
40-acres of farmland in the Spalding Valley on
South Pender.   

The Spalding Valley farmland property project
has a short timeline but the property is ideal for
the organization’s vision, goals, and capacity, the
society says. The Pender community’s response,
to date, has been encouraging. Over a period of
roughly two months, about $210,000 has been
raised towards the down payment of $270,000.
The remaining $60,000 needs to be gathered over
the next 2–3 weeks.

With TLC and PICFAPS now working together,
TLC will act as charitable receipting partner.
Donations to the community farmland project will
be administered by TLC and are tax-deductible. 

Major donor meetings are scheduled and
fundraising house parties planned. The society
says that, with further generous support from
Islanders, despite the short time remaining, the

All boaters now need 
Operator Card 
As boaters across British Columbia
prepare to start their boating season,
law enforcement officers across the
country prepare to hand out hefty
fines of no less than $250 to an
estimated 6 million boaters in
Canada who still don’t have their
Pleasure Craft Operator Card.

After a 10-year federal law phase
in period, the deadline for all
Canadian recreational boat operators
to have a Pleasure Craft Operator
Card has arrived. This boating season
marks the first year where all boaters
in the country, regardless of age, need
an Operator Card, commonly
referred to as a boating license. They
risk expensive fines if caught without
it.

To get the card, boaters must pass
a 36-question, multiple-choice exam
with a 75% passing grade. If the test
is taken on the internet, a temporary
Operator Card can be printed as soon
as the test is passed. A permanent
card is then mailed promptly and is
good for life.

‘Boaters who have waited to the
last minute can still get certified and
be legal in time for boating season by
taking the exam online at
BoaterExam.com, 24/7’ says Robert
Dupel, spokesperson for
BoaterExam.com. 

Boaters may also take a safe
boating classroom course where they
will learn the boating basics and get
certified upon passing the exam. A
complete listing of upcoming courses
across BC is available online:

BOATERS, please turn to page 8 

‘Drop trailer’ problem dropped on Ferry
Commission ~ Patrick Brown

FARMLAND, please turn to page 3 DROP TRAILER, please turn to page 9
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AT FULFORD HARBOUR
MAY/JUNE

Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

26
WE

0150
0928
1740
2152

10.5
1.0

10.5
8.9

3.2
0.3
3.2
2.7

27
TH

0223
1006
1827
2256

10.2
0.7

10.8
9.2

3.1
0.2
3.3
2.8

28
FR

0259
1045
1911
2358

10.2
0.7

11.2
9.2

3.1
0.2
3.4
2.8

29
SA

0338
1125
1954

9.8
0.7

11.2

3.0
0.2
3.4

30
SU

0059
0416
1205
2034

9.2
9.5
1.0

11.2

2.8
2.9
0.3
3.4

31
MO

0202
0454
1244
2111

8.9
9.2
1.6

11.2

2.7
2.8
0.5
3.4

1
TU

0308
0532
1322
2144

8.5
8.9
2.0

10.8

2.6
2.7
0.6
3.3

2
TU

0414
0617
1359
2213

7.9
8.2
3.0

10.8

2.4
2.5
0.9
3.3

3
WE

0512
0723
1436
2239

7.2
7.5
3.9

10.5

2.2
2.3
1.2
3.2

4
FR

0557
0911
1515
2303

6.6
6.9
4.9

10.2

2.0
2.1
1.5
3.1

5
SA

0632
1130
1559
2327

5.6
6.6
5.9

10.2

1.7
2.0
1.8
3.1

6
SU

0702
1344
1656
2350

4.6
7.2
6.9

10.2

1.4
2.2
2.1
3.1

7
MO

0731
1520
1808

3.9
8.2
7.9

1.2
2.5
2.4

8
TU

0013
0801
1618
1920

9.8
3.0
8.9
8.5

3.0
0.9
2.7
2.6

9
WE

0037
0832
1703
2025

9.8
2.0
9.5
9.2

3.0
0.6
2.9
2.8

10
TH

0104
0906
1743
2124

10.2
1.3

10.2
9.5

3.1
0.4
3.1
2.9

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations

Ross Walker 
250-537-9710

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca 
www.islandmarine.ca

On Time & On Budget

Tide Table Courtesy of

AT POINT ATKINSON
MAY/JUNE

Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

26
WE

0247
1011
1738
2236

14.4
2.0

14.4
10.8

4.4
0.6
4.4
3.3

27
TH

0326
1052
1824
2329

14.1
1.6

15.1
11.2

4.3
0.5
4.6
3.4

28
FR

0407
1132
1907

13.8
1.6

15.1

4.2
0.5
4.6

29
SA

0019
0446
1212
1949

11.2
13.5
1.6

15.1

3.4
4.1
0.5
4.6

30
SU

0110
0526
1251
2029

11.2
13.1
2.0

15.1

3.4
4.0
0.6
4.6

31
MO

0204
0605
1328
2108

11.2
12.5
2.6

15.1

3.4
3.8
0.8
4.6

1
TU

0303
0648
1404
2145

10.8
11.8
3.6

14.8

3.3
3.6
1.1
4.5

2
WE

0406
0738
1441
2220

10.2
11.2
4.6

14.8

3.1
3.4
1.4
4.5

3
TH

0507
0845
1519
2253

9.5
10.5
5.6

14.4

2.9
3.2
1.7
4.4

4
FR

0601
1017
1600
2324

8.5
9.8
6.9

14.1

2.6
3.0
2.1
4.3

5
SA

0645
1210
1651
2354

7.5
9.8
8.2

14.1

2.3
3.0
2.5
4.3

6
SU

0724
1350
1756

6.6
10.5
9.5

2.0
3.2
2.9

7
MO

0024
0800
1504
1912

13.8
5.6

11.5
10.2

4.2
1.7
3.5
3.1

8
TU

0056
0836
1601
2022

13.8
4.6

12.5
10.8

4.2
1.4
3.8
3.3

9
WE

0129
0912
1649
2122

13.8
3.6

13.5
11.5

4.2
1.1
4.1
3.5

10
TH

0206
0950
1732
2213

13.8
2.6

14.1
11.8

4.2
0.8
4.3
3.6

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

Peter Christenson  •  250-629-8386

www.shorelinedesign.ca

SHORELINE
DESIGN

• Fully insured

• Excellent

references

• Spe• Specializing in water

accaccess over steep 

& rugged 

terrain

YOUR BUSINESS HERE!
Inquire: 250-629-3660 or

islandtides@islandtides.com

T
he unfolding environmental tragedy in the Gulf of
Mexico, concerns at home with the Campbell
government’s proposed development of Site-C, and

the proposed Enbridge Northern Gateway, all reflect a crisis
in our spiralling energy needs, the efficiency of government
and corporate green-washing, and the risks inherent in the
economic choices we make.

Although governments around the world agreed in 2002
to reverse the biodiversity decline, the May 11 United
Nations’ Third Global Biodiversity Outlook Report shows
that rates of decline have actually increased dramatically.

Important as they are, it is not just migratory salmon that
are in decline. It is all of biodiversity that is reaching a
tipping point under the pressures we impose.

While governments and corporations should be held
accountable, we collectively bear the responsibility for this
deteriorating situation. This is a consumer society;
corporate interests play a role in shaping expectations but
ultimately governments and corporations merely respond
to the choices we make. In this respect, we are complicit in
green-washing. We
accept the half-truths
of the BC
government’s green-
wash, because it
helps us perpetuate
the illusion that we
can continue to maintain a high-impact lifestyle without
ever facing the consequences. 

The ongoing Gulf of Mexico disaster is simply a reminder
of the actual costs of trying to sustain the economic
expectations of a North American consumer society. There
is ever growing risk and impact associated with our lifestyle.
The 1969 Santa Barbara blow-out spilled 80,000 barrels of
crude. The 1989 Exxon Valdez spilled 250,000 barrels of
crude. It is significant that 20-years on, the scale of this
latest accident will dwarf the magnitude of the Exxon
Valdez accident. 

The risks inherent in this project, and the difficulties in
controlling the accident were driven by the demand to drill
below 5,000ft. The risks inherent in drilling for harder-to-
access resources are increasingly greater, and the impacts
are proportional to those risk.

Unsustainable Demand &
Unmanageable Risk

Although the estimates show that the supply of non-
renewable resources is sufficiently plentiful to power energy
needs for the next millennium, this is only feasible if
technology evolves to mitigate pollution. In any case,
recovery of these supplies will become more expensive and
risky over time. The driving principle is simple: as the
quality of a resource declines, the recovery costs increase
and the demand increases the risks inherent in recovery.

‘As non-renewable resources diminish, the efficiency of
resource capital declines—one unit of capital delivers fewer
and fewer resources to the industrial sector. As resources
are consumed, the quality of remaining reserves is assumed
to decline. Deposits are assumed to be discovered deeper
and to be exploited farther and farther from their places of
use. That means that more capital and energy will be
necessary to extract, refine, and transport a ton of copper,
or a barrel of oil.’—Meadows, Randers & Meadows, Limits
to Growth: The 30-Year Update.

Our life-style demands have environmental and social
impacts. In a world of finite and declining energy resources,
it is impossible to expect government and corporations to
provide for spiralling energy demands and to
simultaneously allay our consciences by completely
removing impacts on the environment.

The risk factors and impacts implicit in energy demand
also apply to renewable projects. Every time we plug in one
more appliance we potentially endorse the damming of our
rivers; just as every time we turn on the ignition in our
vehicles, we increase the risk of another oil blowout or an
expansion of the Athabasca Tar Sands.

The demand for environmental protection does not
really square with the demand for unsustainable endless
growth, and an endless energy supply to sustain that
growth. We delude ourselves if we think that tightening
regulations will be enough to limit the growing risks.  On
the contrary, controls on these risks may have to be
loosened to meet our energy demands.

Changes In Project Assessment
Recent trends in public administration, at all levels of
government, regional to federal, claim to ‘harmonize’ and
make the environmental assessment and review processes
more efficient. In reality, this trend removes existing checks

and balances, cuts out public input from the review process,
and exonerates the civil service from public accountability.

Environmental impacts are the cost of doing business
and of our economic expectations. Environmental
assessments are part of a risk management strategy. The
high risks inherent in resource and energy development
projects have long-term implications for the public. The
assessment of those risks should never be left up to
government alone. It is a matter of public choice.

Oil Spills
In spite of a 2001 make-over to bill itself as a ‘green’ oil
company, BP continues to be accused of green-wash in its
Athabasca Tar sands and Beaufort Sea interests. The
Deepwater Horizon catastrophe has brought to light a long
catalogue of misdemeanours by British Petroleum in
collusion with the Minerals Management Service and the
political corruption that squashed EPA efforts to enforce
environmental regulations. Between 2001 and 2007 in the
Gulf of Mexico alone there were 1,443 serious drilling
accidents, and 356 oil spills. 

The public needs
to understand that,
notwithstanding
BP’s claims that it
will honour its
obligations to pay
for ‘all necessary

and appropriate costs,’ this does not mean that it will
necessarily bear all costs. The recent US Supreme Court
judgement against fishermen and other plaintiffs versus
Exxon (Exxon Shipping Company versus Baker) has set a
new bar protecting and minimizing corporate liabilities.
Under this new ruling BP’s ‘punitive damages cannot
exceed compensatory damages.’ People harmed by BP’s
negligence will have no real recourse. It is important to note
that this American ruling has implications in Canada,
because it sets a precedent within Anglo-American law.

Defining the Public Interest
The nub of the problem lies in how we define our priorities
and ‘the public interest.’ If we perceive the economy as the
priority, then the environmental outcomes of economic
activity are secondary. The reason why BP and other
corporations will not be held accountable is that their
economic well-being is thought to be in the public interest. 

We live in a corporate economy, and the public interest
is the corporate interest—as long as the priority is economic.
Environmental accidents are not in the interest of the
corporations—but they are part of the demands we make of
the economy.

Tougher regulations can always be circumvented, and
their enforcement depends on judicial and political will.
That will is primarily constrained by the perception of the
public good. 

The practical question is therefore not whether more
regulations can prevent impacts, but whether the
mechanisms in place are sufficiently strong to constrain
both corporations and governments to define the public
interest in keeping with environmental sustainability rather
than economic sustainability.

Regulation in Canada
As the after-the-fact record shows: self-regulation, loose
environmental assessments, and a cozy relationship with
government civil servants and agencies all contributed to
the conditions that made the Deepwater Horizon
catastrophe possible. As a member of the International
Association for Impact Assessments, it is my belief that
similar conditions could apply to Canada.

Premier Harper has reassured Canadians that this kind
of catastrophe is impossible in Canada, because of our
strong drilling regulations.  These reassurances fall flat. We
can only contain the risks and impacts so far; the more we
take risks, the higher the probability that accidents will
occur.

The public and many politicians have a fundamental
misunderstanding of British Columbia’s Environmental
Assessment Act and of the federal Environmental
Assessment Act and of their relationship. This is particularly
so in two respects.

One often hears opposition politicians and
environmentalists complain that these acts have been
weakened and that the proof is in the low number of
projects rejected. However, the revised acts contain more
requirements and the process contains more hurdles, and
therefore could be seen as more rigorous. Projects can be
(and are) rejected at any one of the steps; therefore the ones
that do reach the final permitting are consequently less
likely to be rejected.

Site-C, Gulf Oil Spill: Consumer Demand, Regulation & Risk
Loys Maingon  

RISKS, please turn to page 13

The risk factors and impacts implicit in energy demand also apply
to renewable projects. Every time we plug in one more appliance

we potentially endorse the damming of our rivers; just as every time
we turn on the ignition in our vehicles, we increase the risk of another
oil blowout or an expansion of the Athabasca Tar Sands.



M
ay is just the best month! Every natural thing is

going full-bore including the length of sunlit

days—and we still have three weeks into June

before they are their longest!  The rain is quite bearable, you

can see it is watering the pastures and keeping the forests

and moss lush; not in winter mode, cold and endless.  Rain

or shine, even the sheep are taking off their winter woolies

and getting shorn this week on Saturna. Wet wool absorbs

and sheds an astounding amount of water—sheep have little

drip lines off their sides if the weather is really wet.

Eagle Nest
Up at the swamp on the farm we have a nesting eagle pair.

David Manning from Pender is out and about doing his Gulf

Island eagle nest and nest occupation survey. I have been

so busy that I didn’t check to see if the nest used three years

ago was back in business and as we walked up the ridge you

could see one eagle in the nest and one at the same height

in another veteran Douglas fir. The pair spells each other off

regularly. A perch tree in the direct vicinity of the nest tree

is very important for the successful hatching and fledging

of the eaglets.  The off-duty eagle feeds itself, sometimes the

nesting parent, and later the young, and defends the nest

from this position.  The just-starting-to-fly eaglets have

more of a chance of making their first flights successfully if

they have the option of two trees to crash-land in. Two

young visiting lads of the Pender home-learners group,

attending the Saturna Ecological Education Centre (SEEC),

witnessed at close hand the collision/attack of one of the

parents and either an immature or golden eagle that came

too close to the nest. What excitement!

Emergency Simulation
Last Sunday at the Bakery, the SEEC school bus was in a

collision with a pickup truck—in a simulated exercise that

called on all emergency response services on Saturna! 

Firechief John Wiznuk, Ambulance Crew Chief David

Rees-Thomas and Emergency Program Coordinator for the

Southern Gulf Islands Ian Elliot coordinated the creation of

the simulation—right outside Haggis Farm Bakery. 

Fire fighters, ambulance, and emergency preparedness

staff converged on the bakery and began to play their parts.

While there was none of the heart-stopping terror that

would accompany a real crash—with mangled students and

drivers—you could easily fathom the value of the exercise

and be drawn in. The emergency preparedness officer asked

for everything to be as realistic as possible with cars and

trucks parked by the bakery. With all the activity, the dogs

barked until they were breathless and subsided into gasping
silence. 

North Pender firefighter, Alyssa Woollcombe
transformed volunteers from Saturna and Pender into crash
victims. They emerged from her hand with gashes,
fractures, contusions and gushy blood true to the written
scenario they had been given. They were instructed to think
about their part, be true to it and to have fun. 

Everyone who participated said the simulation was well
worth being a part of. It gave them a chance to coordinate
efforts, to think about a complex situation and to run up
against ‘on the spot’ hitches that had to be handled quickly
and competently, individually and as a group.  

In 10 minutes the whole show was gone, no blood on the
road and no people you care about in pain and traumatized.
After dealing with the ‘incident,’ the various services went
back to the firehall, unpacked, debriefed and dissected their
performances to learn and improve. The bread got baked
and went out the next morning with no sign of the
excitement and intense commitment that had taken place.

‘Get Out’ Migration
Last Saturday, the day before Mother’s Day, six Saturna
people organized their lives to join the ‘Get Out!’
Migration—BC’s human migration to tell Ottawa that the
survival of our wild salmon is essential.

Local artist Jack Campbell designed a lively salmon
placard to represent Saturna Islands’s Lyall Creek
watershed, home for spawning coho and chum salmon.
Alexandra Morton started the walk at the north end of
Vancouver Island in Sointula on April 22 and walked to the
Legislature, covering about 20–30 kilometers a day. 

At the final May 8 rally, she took the opportunity to talk
to the many who joined her in walking or attending rallies
held along the way. Some Saturna people walked the 30km
from Saanich into Victoria and some of us joined up at
Centennial Square. We listened to the rally there and then
walked down Government Street to the Legislature.

I felt shy to carry a sign and walk past people. But who
better than me? I don’t have young children I’m directly
responsible for, I have the money to travel, and I have
rejoiced in the efforts of our
Saturna Salmon
Enhancement group that
has worked for so long to
keep Lyall Creek a viable
salmon stream for chum and
coho. When I first came to

Canada I couldn’t believe the bounty, the plenitude of living
life. and the intactness of the cycles. 

Also, I was emboldened by how much research and
constant, legally correct effort Alexandra Morton has put
into getting and collecting scientific research, challenging
big international business such as Marine Harvest, and
prodding the provincial government and the federal
government to do the right thing. 
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• Serving the Gulf Islands and  
Greater Victoria for over 25 years

• Fuel-efficient, cost-effective wood heating

• Solar domestic hot water heaters

• Sales and Installations

Unit 6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

call: 250-386-7643
        

Solar Heating

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

Solar Heating

VANCOUVER  
INT’L AIRPORT

NANAIMO
(Departure Bay)

More daily flights home from the Mainland

Our Islands. Our World.
S E A P L A N E SS E A P L A N E S

For scheduled flight info call 

1-800-447-3247
or visit our website at 
seairseaplanes.com

• Eight scheduled flights daily
• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada
• Departure from Seair Terminal at 

Vancouver Int’l Airport
• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal
• Frequent flyer discounts
• Charter flights available to other destinations

SATURNA, please turn to page 8 

 

We offer the most advanced hearing aid 
technology to suit every budget and lifestyle.

 state of the art hearing aids
 trial periods, extended repair services
  batteries, accessories and assistive listening devices
 financing available

Call today for your complimentary hearing test, 
and take advantage of our 2 for 1 battery sale.

GANGES: 241 Lower Ganges Road 250-537-4446

Gwen Burton
Registered Hearing 
Instrument Practitioner Registered under the Hearing Aid Act (BC).

acquisition could well succeed.

To help secure the property, society

spokesperson Elizabeth Montague lists four

ways that people can help:

1. Be a monthly donor, a Friend of the

Farm, at a level of $20, $25, $50 per month,

or more. This steady inflow will help pay the

mortgage while we continue to fund-raise.

Our ultimate goal is to pay off the mortgage

as soon as possible and be debt-free.

2. Be a major donor. Give a significant

gift—$1K, $5K, $10K or more. Treat this as

an investment in Pender Island’s food

security and overall community assets. The

community farm will provide many benefits

to our community, including food security,

healthy local food, reduced carbon footprint,

community-building programs and much

more.

3. Host a fund-raising house party, a 2-

hour event held on an afternoon, where

community farm representatives will give a

presentation, hear from you and your

guests, discuss the vision and answer your

questions. We will also offer ways that you

can support the project.  

4. Join us! Become a member of the

Pender Island Community Farm Project

and get involved in shaping the vision.

The Pender Island Community

Farmland Acquisition Project (PICFAPS) is

a registered society, formed in 2009, with a

vision of creating a farmland trust to be held

in perpetuity for the benefit of the Pender

Island community. Benefits include the

enhancement of local food security by

supporting production of Island-grown

healthy food using sustainable farming

practices while protecting the environment

and providing opportunities for food-related

education and research.

TLC is a charity dedicated to protecting

‘Special Places Forever for Everyone’ and is

mandated to protect properties with

significant agricultural, ecological, cultural,

scenic and compatible recreation values.

Please make donation cheques payable

to TLC, noting on the cheque that your

donation is for the Pender Island

Community Farmland Project.  Send to:

TLC Head Office, 301-1195 Esquimalt Road,

Victoria, BC  V9A 3N6. 0

FARMLAND from page 1

Saturna Notes~ Priscilla Ewbank

Photo: Priscilla Ewbank

Emily Dunsmuir shows off Alyssa Woolcoombe’s
wound simulation handiwork at the Saturna
emergency exercise.



Wrong Park, Long Walk
Dear Editor:

The caption for Tom Hobley’s maypole photo, back page

May April 29 edition read ‘carrying the maypole from

Miners Bay to Dinner Bay.’ That’s a long way…. Actually,

the pole is carried from the Farmers’ Market to Miners Bay

Park. Photo looks great.

Maggi Cheetham, Mayne Island

Funny Fare Stories
Dear Editor:

An addition to Patrick Brown’s list of ferry fare oddities. I

found this one on Salt Spring woodworker lltyd Perkin’s

website. 

‘Greg and I spent yesterday afternoon tearing the rusting

box from my aging Toyota pick-up, in preparation for the

building and installation of a nice new wooden flat-deck

with removable sides. The downside is that until this is

done, I have no truck. On April 8, I was headed by bike to

West Wind in Sidney to check out the teak supplies and

arrange for shipping.  

This was more complicated than I thought. Though

seniors travel free on BC ferries on weekdays, it seems,

bicycles can’t. Returning from Swartz Bay via the ferry to

Fulford Harbour, I produced my ‘Experience Card,’ which

entitles me to a discount on the regular Gulf Islands fares.

The attendant in the ticket booth told me that this also

entitled my bicycle to travel free. Hooray! 

Not so fast there, though. Since I’m a ‘senior,’ and travel

free on weekdays, I am not in fact ‘using’ my Experience

Card. If I’m not using my card, then my bicycle does not

qualify for free passage, and I must pay the regular bicycle

tariff of $2. (Both the ticket agent and the management rep

in the BC Ferries office agreed that this was inconsistent,

but the computer is programmed this way, and sorry, but

there is nothing we can do.) I will write a letter, though.’

I have yet to try it myself.

Terry Ridings, Salt Spring Island

Ed’s Note: Thanks for this, Terry! This is exactly what
happened to me at Swartz Bay. However I had a much
more Islands’ savvy ferry booth person. ‘Hmm,’ she said,
‘a glitch in the system.’ Her commonsense solution was to
ticket me as free senior, not charge for the bicycle and
simply hand-stamp my boarding pass with ‘BICYCLE.’

Over-height Drivers Happy
Dear Editor:
Overall I agree with many of the sentiments expressed in
the ‘ferry fare fun’ article except one—the fare for over-
height vehicles has gone down, significantly. We are a small
business which has had slightly over-height vehicles and
been charged up the a** for it ... for no apparent reason as
we are put in the same lane as all the other trucks and vans,
with no inconvenience to the loading procedure. One van
we had was only a few inches over-height but we were
charged over-height anyway and the fare was nearly double.
I never understood the rationale behind this.

I do understand the rationale for charging over-length
vehicles that take up more deck space and are more difficult
to load. Many people who drive over-length vehicles have
no idea how to maneuver them especially when it comes to
backing up. With all the whirling, twirling, backing and
turning we have to do to get loaded on the Nanaimo it can
take up a lot of time with just one inexperienced driver.

Michael Crovato, Mayne Island

Light Industrial On The Islands
Dear Editor:
I just received the sad news that Salt Spring Coffee is moving
all their operations to Vancouver. The writing about this has
been on the wall for some time now. Ever since their
proposal to rezone a residential lot to light industrial was
denied by the Islands Trust last year, it has been obvious
that Salt Spring Coffee would have to relocate off-Island in
order to find a home in which they could pursue their
business vision. Obviously there were valid concerns and
opinions on both sides of the rezoning debate, and I hope
that Salt Spring Islanders can move forward in shaping and
maintaining a vibrant and
diverse community. I also
hope that this does not
shut the door to the
success of any and all
future light industrial
zoning applications on
the Salt Spring. 

Salt Spring Coffee was
an example of a company
that made every effort to
present a rezoning and
development proposal
that would be as
sustainable as possible,
certainly much more so
than the status quo on
any of these Islands. They
also had a proven track
record in their community. It’s hard to imagine what they
could have done to make their proposal more attractive to
Salt Spring Islanders. Perhaps there was just not a best
solution to satisfy everyone and the decision that the Islands
Trust made was, at least in part, based on the caution
mandated by ‘Preserve and Protect’. But if a company like
Salt Spring Coffee cannot find a home on Salt Spring
Island—not in the commercial area and not in the
residential area—then where can they or any similar
sustainable small industry hope to set up on any of the Gulf
Islands?

Five years ago, Denman Island Chocolate managed a
successful rezoning application. This involved, as with Salt
Spring Coffee’s effort, rezoning a lot from residential to light
industrial. The final use of the 4-acre property includes a
conservation covenant on a portion of the land, as well as
restrictions and specifications for building size and design,
exterior finish, lighting, parking, signage and so on. Any
future changes to the property will need to be approved by
a development permit from the Islands Trust. And the
zoning is very specific, permitting only ‘organic
confectionery manufacture.’ There were some objections to
the application on the grounds that it was proposed for a
residential lot, but the fact is that the Gulf Islands don’t have
much of a history of light industrial zoning. There is plenty
of residential zoning and dense commercially zoned areas,
but not really any place to put a chocolate factory or, for that
matter, a coffee roaster and packager. 

We have a history of agriculture and extractive industries
like logging and mining. Perhaps some residents’ resistance
to light industry is the association with the heavy industries
which have so heavily scarred this part of the world. But
light industry can have a very light footprint, particularly
when the proponents, like Salt Spring Coffee, are seriously
committed to sustainability. 

In the years since the Denman Island Chocolate property
has been rezoned and the factory has been in operation,
things have gone smoothly. There have been no complaints

from neighbours, no noise violations, no convoys of trucks
coming in and out of the driveway at all hours. The deer
walk by our windows, the wildflowers (calypso orchids,
chocolate lilies) bloom in the spring, and the trees continue
to stand sentinel as they have for hundreds of years. And
from the human point of view, people have jobs.

We all need to continually take a long hard look at what
we want our Islands to become. Staying the same, even if
we want to, is not an option. Change is inevitable and by
preventing change in any given direction, we are inevitably
facilitating a different type of change—willingly or not. If, as
communities, we are deciding to close the door to light
industry, then we need other options. This means that
residents need to understand that work, with all its
perceived inconveniences, needs to go on around them, and
sometimes even in their midst. Otherwise we will have
decided that the change that will be coming to us is
economies based almost exclusively—even more so than
now—on tourism and providing services for retirees. Those
are definitely important parts of what makes up Islands life,
but we need other economic sectors in order to attract and
provide for a balanced demographic. We can’t all be artisans
and work from home and we can’t all survive on the
seasonal employment offered by tourism. Without some
sort of strong economic base that offers reliable and
reasonable jobs year-round, we are on the road to becoming
picture book islands of privilege.

Daniel Terry, President Denman Island Chocolate

Salmon March Numbers Misreported
Dear Editor:
The ‘Get Out! Migration’ was a powerful and wildly
successful effort. People in every town we passed through

and on the road volunteered their
time and expertise and the result
is the emergence of the people of
the salmon, people who are
strong, independent and
understand the contribution of
salmon in our lives, our future
and our economy. The First
Nations voice set the tone and
eloquence—uniting, legendary
and welcoming. People of all ages
walked side-by-side to ensure a
future where our children can
thrive. We shut down one lane of
Highway 17 and the police kindly
let us walk without traffic lights
along Quadra and Government
Streets. The Parliament lawns
reportedly holds 20,000 people,

and looking out over the sea of people, less than 1/3 of the
lawn was visible. 

And yet, BC’s two biggest newspapers mention there
were ‘nearly 1,000 people.’ This is so wrong in so many
ways. There was no mention of our First Nation families and
friends. The number of people was five to ten times lower
than reality—you can see on video at salmonaresacred.org.

Those of us who were at the Legislature Buildings on
May 8 saw who we are and that we exist, a powerful,
peaceful, huge community of people! As we walked down
the highway thousands more honked, waved, gave us a
thumbs up, leaned out the windows cheering! Musicians
played for us from the mountains to the sea. I believe we are
a majority, but with the stroke of a pen thousands of us were
deleted, so that the rest of Canada and the world do not
know we exist.

The power of one is all we have but we all have it! If we
use it, we will get to keep our fish, our communities and our
way of life. The great walk for wild salmon was peaceful,
powerful, fun and it is clearly not over. Each us must do
what we can to impress on government that they work for
us. We simply demand the opportunity to thrive and we
want our generous fish, the salmon. 

There are no losers here if you remove the European
shareholders in the salmon farm companies from this
equation. Land-based aquaculture exists, is feasible and is
being done by British Columbia; there could be jobs in it if
government supported it. There is no reason we need to beg
for low-paying jobs, raising fish we cannot touch, when we
could have millions of salmon returning to us!

Alexandra Morton, Echo Bay 

Climate Change & Democracy
Dear Editor:
Is climate change so serious an issue that democracy must
be sacrificed? Or are the social scientists right when they say
responding to climate change requires greater democracy?
This is one of the unspoken questions in discussions about
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Fri, May 28 & Sat, June 5
Pender Film Group Screenings—FRI MAy 28: Crazy
Heart (2009)—faded country music musician reassesses his
dysfunctional life during a doomed but inspiring romance; SAT

JUNE 5: Pirate Radio (2009)—inspired by true story, life on
1960s illegal radio station in the British North Sea • 7:30pm
unless otherwise noted • Community Hall • Admission by
donation • Info: www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday & Sunday, May 29 & 30
your Water your Future—free conference presented by
Vancouver Island Water Watch Coalition; SAT: 9am; bus tours
depart Bowen Park; SUN: 9am-5:30pm; workshops and
speakers include Maude Barlow, Rafe Mair, and Corky Evans •
Beban Park, 2300 Bowen Road • Register: email
islandwatershedprotection@gmail.com or call 250-716-6964 •
www.vancouverislandwaterwatchcoalition.ca • IN NANAIMO

Friday, June 4
Alpha yaya Diallo—three-time Juno Award winning
guitarist, singer, songwriter performs in French, English and
his native Guinean
languages of Foulani and
Souso; benefit concert for
Doctors Without Borders
(MSF) for Haiti relief;
donations accepted & tax
receipts available •
Community Hall • 7:30pm •
Tickets: $20/12 years & under $10 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Sunday, June 6
HealthCare Society Pancake Breakfast—fundraiser for
ongoing equipment requirements for the Medical Clinic,
presented by the Pender Islands Lions Club and Dave, Diane
and Jason Dryer; to volunteer to help serve pancakes contact
Mark at 250-629-3172 • Memories Restaurant • 8-10am •
Adults $10, 12-&-under $5 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Sunday, June 6
World Oceans Day Celebrations—The Gorge Waterway
Education Centre (GWEC) and the Township of Esquimalt host
canoe tours on the Gorge, face-painting, crafts, games,
interpretive walks, environmental monitoring, educational
displays, live music and food • Esquimalt Gorge Park, 1070
Tillicum Road • 1-3pm • Info: www.worldfish.org, or
www.WorldOceansDay.org • IN VICTORIA

Saturday, June 12 
Brighter Future Pender Show—join Pender songwriters,
actors, and others in weaving a vision, birthing a transition, into
a Pender future where we’re more connected, resilient, happy
and whole; a Pender Community Transition benefit for
Community Farmland Acquisition • Community Hall • 7pm •
Show $10 ($5 kids), buy dessert at 6:15pm • Info:
cmzs@shaw.ca • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, June 12
Flute Retreat Concert—William Bennett (London,
England), orchestral flutist and chamber musician, Lorna
McGhee (Vancouver), Gwen Klassen, flutist with the Calgary
Philharmonic Orchestra, and Calgarian pianist Colleen
Athparia • Pender Island United Community Church, 4405
Bedwell Harbour Road • 2:30pm • Admission by donation •
Info: www.fluteretreat.com • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday & Sunday, June 12 & 13
The Kerplunks Number 3 CD Release Parties—The
Kerplunks are tickled pink to be releasing their third album,
Number 3!; hot dogs and refreshments provided; GABRIOLA:
Jun 12; Community Hall;
NANAIMO: Jun 13: German
Cultural Hall • 12:30pm • Tickets:
$8 for everyone aged 2+ available
at Nanaimo Kool & Child and
Gabriola Artworks and at the door
• Info: www.thekerplunks.com or
call 250-247-9488 • GABRIOLA
ISLAND AND NANAIMO

Tues thru Mon, June

15-28
Crystal Journey Presents—an all acoustic and improvised
journey through our solar system with 10 Paiste Planet Gongs,
Quartz Crystal Bowls,
Vibraphone and Santoor;
bring a yoga mat or blanket to
lie on • DENMAN: Jun 15,
Shanti House Yurt, 4685
Denman Rd; HORNBy: Jun
16, Deerheart Sanctuary in the
Yurt; CAMPBELL RIVER:   Jun
17,  Ocean Resort, 4384 South
Island Highway; QUADRA: Jun 18, Community Centre;
VICTORIA: Jun 19, Victoria Conservatory of Music, Alix Goolden
Performance Hall; DUNCAN: Jun 20, The Bhakti Vedanta

Temple, 123 Station St; SALT SPRING: Jun 21, Salt Spring
Centre of Yoga, ‘Summer Solstice Celebration’; GALIANO: Jun
23, South-End Hall; MAyNE: Jun 24, Community Centre, 493
Felix Jack Rd; NANAIMO: Jun 25, Unity of Nanamio at Ecole
Oceane School, 1951 Estevan Rd; TOFINO: Jun 26, St Columba
Church, 110 Second St; GABRIOLA: Jun 28, Community Hall,
2200 South Road • 7:30pm, doors open 6:30pm, arrive early
to reserve your space • Tickets at the door • Info:
www.crystaljourney.ca • UP AND DOWN THE COAST

Thursday, June 17
I Want to be Fat Like you—presentation by Doreen
Bakstad and Len Walker about their experiences volunteering
at Peaceful Children’s Home in rural Cambodia, music, raffle •
7-9pm • Parksville Community and Conference Centre, Garry
Oaks Room, 132 E Jensen Avenue • Info:
www.kindnessinacton.ca • IN PARKSVILLE

Friday thru Sunday, June 18 to 20 
Material Magic Quilt Show—Magnificent displays of hand
and machine quilts, applique & fiber arts; raffle quilts, prizes;
demos, lunch, boutique, merchant mall • Beban Park  •  FRI &
SAT: 10am-6pm; SUN: 10am-4pm • Admission $6 at door •
Info:  www.islandquilters.ca • IN NANAIMO

Sats & Suns, June 19 & 20, 26 & 27
Denman Island Arts Centre Workshops—JUNE 19 &
20: Jan Gates: Drawing from the Renaissance—explore
techniques and themes of interest for Renaissance artists
celebrating art, science and wonder; workshop: $160,
materials: $20; JUNE 26 & 27: Andy Lou: Contemporary
Chinese Brush Painting—brush painting and landscape
painting, textures and effects on rice paper; workshop: $160,
materials: $50 • Info: www.artsdenman.com • ON DENMAN
ISLAND

Fri thru Sun, July 9–11
Vancouver Island MusicFest—6
stages of music; Roberta Flack, Little
Feat, Nanci Griffith, Joan Osborne, The
Holmes Brothers, Adrian Belew, Po'Girl,
and more; on-site riverside camping, kids
stuff, green festival projects  • Early bird
tickets to June 30: Adult $129, Senior
$99, Youth (13-18) $69 1-866-898-8499
•  Info: www.islandmusicfest.com • IN
THE COMOX VALLEY

governance and climate change on the Gulf Islands.
Historically the tension between authoritarian solutions and
democracy in troubled times has been all too common.
Bluntly put, as greenhouse gases go up will democracy go
down? 

At the North Pender Public Hearing on bylaw 182 I heard
no denial of the seriousness of climate change. I heard
citizens question the appropriateness or effectiveness of
some provisions of the bylaw. There is no evidence that the
contentious provisions of Bylaw 182 will lessen greenhouse
gases. 

I heard citizens trying hard and apparently
unsuccessfully to speak to their local government. I was
reminded of our OCP that says: ‘An OCP represents the
consensus of the community on future growth and
development.’ It is easy to think that one is on the side of all
that is good and right in the world and that those who
disagree are ill-informed if not bad. Reducing political
debate to dichotomies of good and bad and individuals’
moral character is unwise—whether the justification
invoked is God, national security or climate change. 

Several of those at the recent Islands Trust meeting saw
worrisome evidence of a lessening of democracy. How sad
it would be if citizens were constructed as troublesome
interference in the bureaucratic work of the planners and
trustees and treated as if they are in need of being managed
and educated to become appropriately compliant. 

How much more useful it would be to have open political
discussion. Does climate change provide an irresistible
opportunity to do identity politics and publicly perform
displays of individual virtue? Does it also provide an
irresistible opportunity for even the most earnest of those
with power to do what they personally feel is best and refuse
to engage the issues with contesting citizens? What if those
citizens have some truth on their side when they say that
some of the proposed ‘solutions’ will exacerbate the problem
of greenhouse gases, not solve it?

If people need to work together to develop solutions and

new institutional arrangements that have some hope of
being effective, I think that we need more, not less,
democracy. 

Martha McMahon, North Pender Island

No Sunshine For Ferries
Dear Editor:
I really wish I could share your optimism that there is
‘sunshine’ in the provincial government’s proposed
amendments to the Coastal Ferry Act. I fear that for ferry
users on the minor routes it is more of a false dawn.

While the amendments would require the BC Ferry
Commissioner ‘to consider the interests of ferry users’ when
establishing price caps, it is hard to see how this will lead to
anything except unrealizable expectations. The legislation
would still require the Commissioner to regulate under a set
of principles that involve placing priority upon the financial
stability of BC Ferries and moving towards greater reliance
on user pay to reduce government contributions.

Before each performance term of the Coastal Ferry
Services Contract, the Commissioner sets a preliminary
price-cap based on reasonable costs for operating the ferry
service. Then the Province determines how much it will
contribute towards these costs. If the Provincial
contribution is not enough to cover increased expenses,
then fares must increase. Let’s say the Commissioner
considers that such increases are not in the interests of ferry
users. What is he or she to do? The legislation does not allow
the Commissioner to risk the financial sustainability of the
ferry operators by squeezing BC Ferries beyond operational
efficiency. Neither does it allow the Commissioner to require
the Province to contribute more money. The Commissioner
would have to set a price cap by the required deadline that
involves fare increases even if it had been determined that
these are not in the public interest.

The reality is—assuming the Commissioner does his job
of ensuring BC Ferries is operating efficiently to provide the
required service—the Provincial government will continue
to determine how much ferry-users pay through its decision

on the amount of the Provincial contribution. The proposed
amendments to the legislation do not change this reality.

The Ferry Advisory Committee Chairs advised the
Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure that we
strongly supported a key recommendation of the
Comptroller-General. The Comptroller General stated there
is a risk that a focus on the profitability or sustainability of
the ferry operator exclusively could be at the expense of the
public service mandate, and recommended that the
government clarify its goals and update the legislation to
fully reflect them. 

In a letter to the Minister I suggested that the Coastal
Ferry Act should spell out the responsibility of the Minister
(as is the case in other legislation) in addition to defining
the responsibilities of the Authority, the Board, the
Commissioner and the ferry operator. Regretably, the
Minister chose to ignore the recommendation of the
Comptroller General and the advice of the Ferry Advisory
Committee Chairs.

Despite proposed changes to the Act, when it comes to
fares and service levels, the ‘public interest’ ultimately
remains in the hands of the Province and not the BC Ferry
Commissioner.

Tony Law, Chair, Denman-Hornby Ferry Advisory 

Vote Splitting
Dear Editor:
Without proportional representation or a USA style primary
electoral system, the April 24 decision of the NDP to
nominate a candidate for MP, reflects the NDP desire to put
their own party ego in before realistic politics.

Gary Lunn, our Conservative MP, is smiling today. He
knows that the NDP decision coupled with the Liberal
Party’s decision to run little-known candidates has re-
inforced his chances to continue winning MP elections in
this fractured district.

Elizabeth May’s decision a year ago to run for MP from
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At the same time as Alexanda Morton was on the steps of
the legislature,  speaking to a crowd of more than 4,000 at
the finish of her ‘Salmon are Sacred’ ‘migration’ walk from
the north Island to Victoria, Norm Hann was standing up
on his 11ft paddleboard, paddling south from Kitimat with
one companion, and following the supertanker route from
Kitimat to Bella Bella. He too arrived safely, on May 19.

Norm was also migrating with the salmon, but a much
colder and lonelier migration than
Alexandra’s. 

He was calling attention to a
different type of menace to the
ecology of the central coast: the
threat of supertanker accidents
and oil spills if VLCCs (Very Large
Crude Carriers) carry tar sands oil
from the proposed Enbridge
terminal at Kitimat to the open
sea, and on to foreign markets.

The proposed Enbridge dual
pipeline, 1,170 kilometres from the
tar sands to the coast, has been
opposed by interior BC First
Nations, fearing oil leaks as the pipeline snakes over several
mountain ranges and across many rivers and creeks. It has
also been opposed by all the First Nations of the coast,
fearing the grounding of an Exxon Valdez size tanker, and
the environmental damage from a major oil spill.

Art Sterritt, executive director of Coastal First Nations:
‘If we had a tanker accident on the coast of British Columbia

it would literally wipe [out] all of our cultures, all of our
salmon, all of our groundfish. We cannot let that happen.’

A recent report by the Raincoast Conservation
Foundation documented the effect of such an oil spill along
some 900 kilometres of coast, which encompasses some
27,000 kilometres of shoreline. Navigational hazards facing
a loaded tanker leaving Kitimat are described in ‘Is shipping
tar sands oil from Kitimat wise?’, March 4, 2010 Island

Tides (available in
Island Tides online
‘Energy’ archive).  The
Enbridge plan would
see 225 supertankers
per year visiting
Kitimat. 

These are the waters
traveled by Norm Hann
since May 3. From
Kitimat, 365 kilometres
through the Great Bear
Rainforest to Bella Bella.
Norm knows the waters
well; he is an

experienced outdoor guide for salmon fishing, sea kayaking,
wildlife and bear viewing in the Great Bear. 

He has worked closely with the coastal First Nations
community of Hartley Bay as a teacher, coach and guide
and has been adopted into the Raven Clan of Hartley Bay
for his work with their youth, a huge honour. He was given
the name of T’aam Laan, Steerman of the Canoe.
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Hartley Bay (just south of Prince Rupert) is the
community closest to the wreck site of the BC ferry Queen
of the North, which is still leaking oil today. Community
members were the first on the scene when the ferry ran into
Gil Island on March 22, 2006.

Hann and his companion, Brian Huntington, arrived in
Bella Bella May 19. Their previous stop was at Klemtu,
where they were treated to a huge feast which included sea
cucumber, halibut, oolichans, herring eggs, and fried
seaweed. Later, Matriarch Violet Neasloss, 96, narrated the
Killer Whale story, set in the Moore Islands which Hann
and Huntington had visited a few days earlier.

Read more and see the photo album:
http://mountainsurfadventures.blogspot.com

Filmmaker’s Visit
Vancouver Island film-maker Richard Boyce (Island Bound
Media)recently took a trip to Hartley Bay. He comments, ‘I
had the pleasure of meeting Norm Hann just before he
began his 365km paddleboard journey from Kitimate to
Bella Bella. 

‘Check out the 6-minute video I made which includes some
very rare wolf images I was lucky enough to photograph:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjXDVuZ2uls, 
or http://blip.tv/file/3608572/.’ 0
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Norm Hann completes tanker protest voyage

NORM HANN ON HIS STAND-UP PADDLE BOARD

People’s conference on 
climate change in Bolivia
Peter Carter and Julie Johnston
We are recently back on Pender Island from an amazing
time spent in the delightful Bolivian city of Cochabamba—
with good news. For those of us who are determined to leave
today’s children a planet with a future, there is now good
reason for feeling hopeful. 

We can have some real influence by supporting the
agreement that came out of the first World People’s
Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of Mother
Earth (April 19–22) as well as Bolivia’s UN climate position.
This is a chance to work for a habitable planet, one which
we can be proud to tell our children and grandchildren
about. 

The People’s Conference on Climate Change was hosted
by the Bolivian government in response to the abject failure
of the UN Copenhagen Climate Conference of December
2009. 

We went to Bolivia because of the Bolivian government’s
submission to Copenhagen—the first and only submission
from any nation—which meets the requirements of ethical
and scientific integrity on global climate change. We were
even interviewed about this on a regional Bolivian TV
station! 

The Bolivian Conference
The People’s Conference was an amazing success in every
way. The Bolivian government had prepared for up to
15,000 participants and we expected that only half that
number might attend. As it turned out, the Universidad del
Valle in Cochabamba was packed with 35,000 participants
from 140 countries. A delegation of over 50 attended from
New York City. Much to our surprise, the event progressed
without a hitch in a delightfully relaxed and productive
manner. Seventeen international working groups worked
hard to develop the consensus statements that were
integrated into the People’s Climate Agreement. 

The contribution of Canadians at the conference was
considerable. And among those accompanying Bolivian
president Evo Morales (pronounced AY-vo) on the May 7
follow-up presentation of the People’s Climate Agreement
to UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon in New York, was
Canada’s Maude Barlow.

What is the connection between indigenous president
Evo Morales, Maude Barlow and global climate change?
Simple: climate justice with respect to future public water
and food security. Global climate change on all continents
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means there will be more droughts, heat waves and floods. 
In New York, Maude Barlow said, ‘The message from

social movements and governments in Cochabamba was
loud and clear that we need urgent climate action that
respects the rights of Mother Earth.’

The People’s Agreement will be submitted to the UN
Climate Change Conference (COP16) at the end of
November in Mexico. 

UN
Framework
Convention
Submission

On April 26, the
B o l i v i a n
government also
forwarded a
submission on the
outcome of the
conference to the
United Nations
F r a m e w o r k
Convention on
Climate Change
Secretariat. The
s u b m i s s i o n
includes the
following highlights with respect to climate targets, together
with a proposed revision to the world’s economic model  to
allow today’s atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations
to return to safe levels for all future generations and planet
Earth. 

It states that ‘a system of unfettered and unregulated
markets has resulted in prioritizing the extreme
competition for profits and growth, and that this has
separated humanity from nature, establishing a logic of
domination over it, turning everything into a commodity:
water, earth, the human genome, the ancestral cultures,
biodiversity, justice, ethics, rights of peoples, and life itself.’

It advocates ‘a development model that is not destructive
or based on unlimited growth, recognizing that countries
need to produce goods and services to meet the basic needs
of its population, but by no means can continue on the
current path of development in which richer countries have
a carbon footprint five times larger than the planet can bear.’

It urges ‘all Parties to cooperate for enhancing and
promoting a supportive and just international economic
system and architecture, including the global international
trade system that would lead to sustainable development.’

On a shared vision for long-term cooperative action, the
submission calls for developed countries to ‘take the lead and
strive towards returning greenhouse gas concentrations in
the atmosphere to well below 300ppm  CO2 equivalent with
a view to returning concentrations to levels as close as
possible to pre-industrial levels in the longer-term, and to
limit the average global temperature rise to a maximum level
of 1ºC with a view to returning temperatures to levels as close
as possible to pre-industrial levels in the longer-term.’

It states that ‘all Annex I Parties to the Convention

[developed nations] shall, in accordance with their
commitments of Article 4.2 of the Convention, undertake
ambitious national economy-wide binding targets for
quantified emission reduction commitments of at least 50%
of their domestic greenhouse gas emissions during the
period 2013 to 2017 and by more than 100% before 2040,
compared to their 1990 levels, and adopt policies and
actions accordingly.’ 

The comprehensive
People’s Climate
Agreement also reaffirms
all the specific
obligations on
industrialized nations,
agreed upon under the
1992 UN Framework
Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC).
These nations have
practically ignored all of
these commitments for
over 15 years, instead
protecting the deadly
globalized growth of the
f o s s i l - f u e l l e d
g r e e n h o u s e - g a s -
polluting world

economy, and not the future of humanity and life on Earth. 

Doing Nothing Is Not An Option
As was recognized by the Cochabamba Climate Conference,
we are now in a state of dire global climate emergency. The
combined global land and ocean average surface
temperature for March 2010 was the warmest on record—
US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

It is a long established fact of greenhouse gas science that
20% of all carbon dioxide emissions will last in the
atmosphere for 1,000 years, heating the surface of the
planet and acidifying the oceans.

Today’s global temperature increase will double, even if
global emissions were to be cut starting today. That means
that the most climate-change-vulnerable populations are
today condemned to declining water availability and food
production. That is a huge crime against humanity. 

With the USA and Canada leading the continued
sabotage of a new binding and effective UN climate treaty,
computer climate models show us on course for the
catastrophic tripling of today’s temperature increase (over
2ºC) before 2050. At that temperature increase, the
agricultural climate models have Canadians as well as
Bolivians suffering losses to their water security and food
production.

(See http:pwcc.wordpress.com for more information.) 0
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Book Review by Lindsay Williams

I
hate to say this, but Ann
Eriksson’s novel shocked
me. It wasn’t that I

doubted the beautiful prose for
which Ann Eriksson is known
(In the Hands of Anubis,
Decomposing Maggie), but I
had to wonder what I might
have in common with a dwarf
entomologist—the central
character in this new novel.
How would my relation to the
character either enhance or
subdue this story? The leading
lady, Faye Pearson, stands at

just over three feet tall and studies mite species which thrive
in the giant trees gently lacing Vancouver Island's
rainforests. The scenery descriptions are so beautiful that
you can almost hear the rain falling through the towering
trees and onto your researcher’s sagging tent. Of course, this
draws you in, and Faye’s unique and finely sculpted
character with moments of great humour keep you reading.

I read this fresh piece over a 24-hour period. By the end,
I experienced the lovely sobbing that only comes when
something profoundly touches me. This novel is full of clear
and crafted passages that will cause the reader to stop and
think about womanhood and love, and how our connections
with nature can influence our everyday ethical decisions.
Faye is a character that seems to gather her strength from
the natural environment, as many of us strive to do. The
world through her eyes is both lush with forest and dense
with clearcut.

This novel is clearly well researched, containing
fascinating terminology and situational descriptions of life
amidst the mossy branches and microscopic insects, and a
glimpse into the world of controversial logging protests that
have so contributed to the history of Vancouver Island.
Eriksson gained information and testimony from protesters
that stood at the Clayoquot blockade, spent time in some
old-growth trees herself, and read books on everything from
mite species to dwarfism. All of these elements combined
result in a cleanly woven novel of Sitka Spruce proportions.

Falling From Grace, Ann Eriksson, Brindle & Glass
Publishing, Paperback  $19.95. 0
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Did you know that about 3/4 of Vancouver Island’s original
old growth, large-tree forests have been logged, including
90% of trees in valley bottoms, where the largest, easiest to
harvest trees are found?

Our temperate old growth forests store about twice as
much carbon per hectare as second growth forests. They are
home for much-loved species such as endangered Northern
spotted owls, cutthroat trout, cougars, pileated
woodpeckers and more. As Ronald Wright points out,
forests are vitally important: ‘...the health of land and water
—and of woods, which are the keepers of water—can be the

only lasting basis for any civilization’s survival and success.’
You can help protect local forests by avoiding the use of

disposable items (napkins, diapers, etc), reducing paper
usage, supporting local sustainable wood production/
forestry services and by signing the ‘Ancient Forests’
petition at www.ancientforestpetition.com. Join groups like
the Western Canada Wilderness Committee, the Sierra Club
and the Ancient Forests Alliance to learn about other key
strategies for protecting BC forests.

Please send your earth-friendly ideas to
janslakov@shaw.ca or call Jan at 250-537-5251. 0

ECO-Idea ~ Jan Slakov

CLOSING CEREMONIES AT THE WORLD PEOPLES’ CONFERENCE 



I didn’t know what a sea louse was until after several
years of buying salmon caught way north from a fisherman
I began to notice yucky critters stuck to them in growing
abundance. Now, with Jon going through cancer treatment,
we are very careful of what we eat. 

The walk was covered extensively by the newspaper and
TV and much information came out about the life of the
penned salmon. I
wouldn’t have eaten
farmed salmon  before.
Since learning so much,
I wonder how it could
possibly be a
sustainable venture and
why would you want to
eat the ‘product’. 

Given so much
unintentional pollution
in our body systems
why would we ingest
the pesticide ‘Slice’
which the salmon are
doused in to keep sea
lice populations
‘manageable’ in the
pens, antibiotics to
control diseases caused
by overcrowding,
disabling natural control systems— and the fact that it takes
14 pounds of fish, caught off the coast of Peru and ground
into pellets, to raise one farmed salmon to maturity.  

Beyond the facts and the T-shirts, the camaraderie, and
the new information, was my satisfaction and deep
gratitude to be able to live in a country at this moment
where I can peacefully demonstrate my point of view, be

part of a rally with thousands of others walking down a
public street,  taking precedence over vehicle traffic, to
criticize the response of the provincial and the federal
government in their support of industrial salmon farms at
the peril of our native wild salmon.  

In the end, I was touched by the quiet but strong
response of Alexandra Morton as she was honoured for her

lifelong work and effort on
behalf of all of us, the outrage
of a quietly spoken longtime
fisherman from the
Broughton Archipelago, Billy
Proctor, and the old
gentleman who runs tourist
boats up north who argues
that the tourism dollars
brought in certainly balance
the jobs fish farms provide. 

It brought tears to my eyes
to see the many signs
identifying the home streams
and rivers of BCMigration
routes carried by people from
all up and down the coast
and, to my surprise, many
from the interior.  The
request from the organizers is
nothing radical: ‘please write

to your MLA, to the federal Fisheries Minister, and
provincial Ministers to make your views known’. Recall that
we used to have a thriving cod fishery on the other coast,
home of the Atlantic salmon. 

Know that the Norwegians have no wild salmon runs
left. Unbelievably, we at this time and this place could end
the runs of salmon that so define us as coastal people, just
by staying preoccupied with our personal lives and
forgetting the marvel of our salmon and their lives,
independent of our eating them. 0
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Nanaimo waterfront at sunrise.

PENDER COMMUNITY TRANSITION (PCT) 
(Resilience for a Brighter Future) 

proudly presents the first 

Brighter-Future-Pender Show 
Our entire community is invited to join Pender songwriters, singers, musicians, 

poets, actors, and other artists in  weaving a vision, birthing a transition...
into a Pender future where we are more connected with each other, nature, and the land, 
more resilient and self-sufficient, living lower-carbon, lighter on the earth, happy and whole! 

Our future is brighter when we come together, to do our part for the world, and to 

choose how our community responds to the global energy, climate, and other challenges 
ahead.  Let’s honour Pender groups who’ve already made a start doing great things on 

these issues, and let’s lift our spirits and make some fun! to help carry us along the way. 

WHEN: SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 2010, 7:00 PM 
  *doors open 6:15 – come buy DESSERT & connect before the show! 
WHERE: PENDER ISLAND COMMUNITY HALL 
WHAT: AN ALL-AGES, ALL-COMMUNITY SHOW,  

(show tickets $10; children/youth $5; under 5 free) as a BENEFIT for  

Pender  Community Farmland  Acquisition 

HERE’S SOME OF THE MANY COMING OUT TO MAKE A SHOW FOR YOU... 

* tickets at Talisman & Southridge; contact cmzs@shaw.ca about Pender Community 
Transition (PCT) or Matilda Te Hennepe at matildath@hotmail.com about Farmland Project

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net

2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

250-656-1334

http://classroom.boaterexam.com/BC/.
Common misconceptions about the boating law are that

children must be 16-years-old to get certified and that
seniors over 65-years don’t require the card. The law now
applies to boaters of all ages; there are no age exemptions
or minimum age to get certified. Others think that you don’t
need the card if your motor is less than 10 horsepower, but
in fact it’s needed to operate any size motor, even an electric
motor on a canoe for example.

Boaters who have lost their Card can also check with
BoaterExam.com to verify their name is on file and obtain
a replacement Card before they go out on the water.
‘BoaterExam.com’s national database of boaters, the largest
in the country, is the first place boaters should look if they
have lost their card,’ says Dupel.

BoaterExam.com is a Transport Canada Accredited
Course Provider, the largest course provider in the country
and offers boaters various ways to get certified; online or in
class in both official languages. For more information visit
their official site www.BoaterExam.com or call their Boating
Safety Info Line Toll Free 1-866-688-2628, open from 9am
to midnight EST daily. 0
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Stewardship nominees 
announced 
Six people have been nominated for the ninth annual Islands
Trust Community Stewardship Awards Program. The nominees’
projects include a wide range of initiatives, from climate change
education to a young people’s garden mentorship program.

‘There are so many dedicated individuals and groups who
volunteer their time and energy to the stewardship and
communities of the islands in the Trust Area,’ said Sheila
Malcolmson, Chair of the Islands Trust Council. ‘This award
program is an opportunity to recognize those people for their
support of the Islands Trust mandate. Each year I am so
impressed with the diversity and quality of the work of the
nominees and this year is no exception,’ she added.

In 2009, the Islands Trust added a new category to the
Community Stewardship Award Program to recognize and
encourage the actions of individuals and organizations that are
working in the area of climate change.

Nominees are from four local trust areas: Denman Island,
North Pender Island, Salt Spring Island and Saturna Island.

There were no group nominations this year.
Individual nominees are:
• Dorothy Cutting, Salt Spring Island, for the West Coast

Climate Equity website and her climate change education work;
• Tekla Deverell, North Pender Island, for her gardening

mentorship program for young people;
• Jon Guy, Saturna Island, for his many contributions to the

vitality of Saturna Island’s community life;
• Sylvia Pincott, North Pender Island, for preservation of the

Pender Island environment;
• Pat Ropars, Saturna Island, for his actions to improve

community safety; and
• Patti Willis, Denman Island, for preservation of the Denman

Island environment.
The Islands Trust Council will select the recipients during its

quarterly meeting on Saturna Island in June. The recipients will
then be notified and their awards will be presented at local trust

committee meetings later this year. 0
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A benefit concert for Doctors Without

Borders (MSF) for Haiti relief.

Friday, June 4
7:30pm

Pender Island 
Community Hall

Admission $20/$10 (12 years & under)

Donations to Doctors Without Borders (cash, cheque

or credit card) will be accepted at the show. 

MSF tax receipt available for donations over $10.

‘Serious Coffee’ locations in Sidney, Mill Bay, Duncan,
Nanaimo, Parksville, Courtenay, Campbell River & Port Alberni 

Saanich:                University Heights, Safeway (rack inside)
                             Deep Cove Market (yellow box outside)

Canoe Cove Marina (yellow box outside)
                             The Roost Farm Bakery (yellow box outside)

Sidney:                  Pacific Coast Credit Union (yellow box outside)
                             Green Party Resource Centre (yellow box outside)
                             Fairway Market (yellow box outside)
                             Thrifty’s Food (in rack just inside the door)

Victoria:               Victoria Public Library Atrium
                             Coho Ferry Terminal (yellow box outside)
                             Victoria Clipper Ferry Terminal  (yellow box outside)

Crofton:                Ocean Soul Book Store and Caffé (yellow box outside)

Ladysmith:            Coronation Square  (yellow box)

BC Ferries:           Gabriola Ferry Terminal in Nanaimo Harbour (yellow box)

                             Chemainus/Thetis Terminal  (yellow box)

                             Queen of Nanaimo, Mayne Queen, Skeena Queen
                             Queen of Cumberland 

Do you know a location that should carry Island Tides
newspaper? Phone 250-629-3660 or email

islandtides@islandtides.com with your suggestions.
We’ll see what we can do!

NEW

If it isn’t delivered to your mailbox, you
can pick up your copy of
at the following locations:

Accommodation & Attractions
Vancouver Island & Around Georgia Strait 

JUMP
START
YOUR

SUMMER!

9100 East Saanich Road 

North Saanich

www.roostfarmcentre.com

For the month of May 
all books 25% off

Ice Cream & 
Ol' Fashion Milkshakes

Open at 6 am Daily

250-246-1977
1578 Joan Avenue, Crofton

Ocean Soul

Book Caffé 
New and Used

Books

Ferry Commissioner will be stuck with the
job of working out what BCFS should
charge, should they have to pay for ship
space and terminal facilities, were they not
available from their passenger ferry
operations (the second option). BCFS say
that they are using ‘dead space’ that would
be otherwise unused on less busy ferry trips.

BCFS have already pointed out that the
provincial subsidy is targeted to the minor
inter-island routes, not the major routes
Nº1, Nº2, and Nº30 where the drop trailer
service is offered, so the subsidy is, in a
sense, irrelevant.

If there is found to be a cost advantage to

BCFS through the use of their existing ships

and facilities, the Commissioner’s

accountants have to determine what it is,

and calculate what BCFS’ drop trailer

pricing would be were there no cost

advantage.

And should it turn out, even after rate-

setting by the Commissioner, that BCFS

makes a profit on the drop trailer service,

there is no shortage of suggestions as to

what might be done with the money,

including reducing the subsidy.

An early resolution of this dispute should

not be expected. 0

trailers, not the tractors, which were then
released for further work on their side of the
Strait of Georgia. At docks located at Tilbury
(Delta) and Swartz Bay and Nanaimo, the
trailers are loaded and unloaded from the
ships by ‘yard goats,’ tractors which do
nothing else, driven by specialized drivers
known as ‘hostlers’. (Seaspan also handles
railway cars for the Southern Railway,
previously the E&N, on Vancouver Island.)

Until quite recently, BC Ferries assumed
that the government would look askance at
any attempt to compete with Seaspan in the
drop trailer business. But in early 2009, it
dipped its toe in the water, and by
midsummer had made a clear commitment
to services between Tsawwassen, Swartz
Bay, and Duke Point. BCFS contracted with
TICO of Ridgeland, South Carolina for the
supply of yard goats, and advertised on
Craigslist for hostlers. BCFS’ hostlers were
to be paid $27 per hour, $6 more than the
competition.

The BCFS operation is slightly different
from the Seaspan approach, inasmuch as
the ‘yard goats’ are left on the ferry for the
trip across the Strait, so that trailers can be
loaded and unloaded without delaying
ferries. Hostlers, however, do not make the
trip, remaining on their side of the Strait.

War of Words
Last summer, Seaspan made

representations to the government, Delta

Municipality, and others, complaining that

BCFS’ use of the existing ferries and

terminal facilities, together with the subsidy

of some $120 million provided by the

government, made the competition unfair.

(Seaspan is part of the Washington Marine

Group, which, through its tug and drydock

interests, bought, parked, and recently sold,

the ‘fast ferries’ built by BC Ferries in the

nineties.) 

BCFS CEO David Hahn was quoted at

the time: ‘We are just competing with them.

I don’t know what the problem is. I’m

confused.’

It is rumoured that BC Ferries charge

significantly less for the service than

Seaspan. Last year, Seaspan were moving

some 700 trailers a day on scheduled

services to and from Vancouver Island;

Hahn has suggested that at the moment,

BCFS is moving some 100 trailers a week.

An Accountant’s Worst
Nightmare

It seems unlikely that BCFS would contract

out its service to anyone else (the first option

in the legislation), so it’s probable that the

DROP TRAILER from page 1
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BCFS ‘yard goat’ with customer’s trailer at Tsawwassen terminal.
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T
he somewhat informal, but
institutionalized annual meetings of
the G-8 have been held in Canada

only four times over the last three decades.
Starting in the late 1970s, the meeting of
heads of government was intended to allow
a less formal, personal opportunity for
world leaders to think through pressing
shared problems. It was the G-6, until
Canada joined, making it the G-7, and with
Russia, it became the G-8. With the
increasing importance of the developing
world, and especially those nations with
growing and rapidly industrializing
economies, another twelve nations bring us
up to a G-20.

This June, Canada is hosting both the G-
8 and the G-20. 2010 is a critical year for
these meetings. In the wake of the failure in
Copenhagen, we desperately need to make
progress on the climate crisis. As climate
events exert themselves globally, we are
already experiencing crop failures,
exacerbating a growing food crisis. 

At the 2005 summit at Gleneagles,
Scotland, the G-8 committed to alleviate
poverty in sub-Saharan Africa. Our due date
on those promises is 2010. The Millennium
Development Goals (MDG) are due for
completion in 2015 and are not on target.
The increasing numbers of extreme weather
events threaten the fragile progress in

development. Poverty, climate, and food
security are inter-related and they are not
receiving adequate attention or resources.

Maternal and child health, the host
country’s named lead issue, is one of the
MDG and, like the others, languishing for
lack of resources. 

Many commentators have gone as far as
questioning the value of these summit
meetings. Security concerns increasingly
drive them to ever more remote locations.
Witness that in 1981, Trudeau welcomed
world leaders to Montreal, in 1988
Mulroney hosted sessions in Toronto, in
1995 Chretien held successful meetings in
Halifax, but by 2002, the G-8 retreated to
less accessible Kananaskis Country in
Alberta. Prime Minister Harper has chosen
Huntsville, Ontario. The cost of security for
the meeting really does demand that
something useful be accomplished.

It is in a climate of scepticism that
Canada is again host. And Canada’s
government’s parochial approach to issues
is already causing diplomatic waves. For the
first time since the last 1980s, Canada has
opted not to hold a pre-meeting of the G-8
Environment Ministers. 

Climate is on the agenda in a minor way,
and only because the other G-8 leaders
insisted. Tragically for the task of developing
a global consensus on climate, Canada has

Photo: Henny Schnare
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decreed that climate change will not be on

the G-20 agenda at all. Member countries

have begun to ask out loud, ‘Can the host

country really control the agenda to such an

unhelpful extent?’

President of the European Union

Commission, Jose Manuel Barroso, urged

Canada to act on climate change, saying, ‘In

Europe, we believe, according to science,

that there is a real threat to our survival as a

civilization. And for the future of our planet

and the quality of life of our children … I

think we have to move.’

And two weeks ago, United Nations

Secretary General Ban-ki Moon came to

Canada and urged that the Prime Minister

stop blocking the inclusion of climate

change for the G20 agenda. He also

chastised Canada for failure to even try to

meet Kyoto targets.

Meanwhile, the Canadian approach—

shades of George W Bush—to reproductive

health services as an aspect of maternal and

child health has created unhealthy divisions

among allies. US Secretary of State Hillary

Clinton made clear, as did the UK, that any

package of measures to improve women’s

health must include access to a full range of

contraception and family planning,

including safe and legal abortions. It seems

the Canadian government chose this theme

with an eye to domestic political advantage,

‘softening’ the Prime Minister’s image and

hoping to close the gender gap in his

support base. This distortion of the agenda

for maternal health by opposing the

inclusion of funding for legal abortions has
been attacked in the eminent medical
journal, The Lancet.

These efforts have been rebuffed by
Prime Minister Harper. In a carefully
scripted session with university students,
and hosted by Conservative Senator Mike
Duffy, Mr Harper proclaimed that the only
issue of importance for the summits is the
economy. He termed all the other issues,
including the climate crisis, ‘side-issues’.

International meetings of this
importance should not be designed for a
narrow domestic political agenda by the
host government. Canada is in the big
league here. Real issues are pressing and no
world leader has time to come to Canada to
watch people eat seal meat. This is not the
time to play to a local audience. This is the
time for leadership. If Canada refuses to
play this role—shuts down discussions on
climate and twists the urgent MDGs for a
public relations message at home—the
world will remember time in Canada as
time wasted.

And, we all know, on climate, we have no
time to waste.

There will be a panel discussion at 7pm, June
7th at Alix Goolden Hall, Victoria to discuss
the upcoming G-8 and G-20. Speakers will be
Dr Gordon Smith, former Deputy Minister
for Foreign Affairs and and Executive
Director of UVic’s Centre for Global Studies;
Guy Dauncey, Director of the BC Sustainable
Energy Association; environmental
economist Lisa Matthaus; and Elizabeth
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An Opportunity Lost—Will Canada’s G-8 And 
G-20 Have Too Narrow A Focus? ~ Elizabeth May



song, commissioned by Brent Marsden),
and finishing with Paul Simon’s ‘Bridge over
Troubled Water’.

All of which goes to show what can
happen if Director Duane Bates finds the
time to browse in music stores. His
command of the musical forces which filled
half of the Pender
Community Hall was
superb. The other half of the
hall contained the lucky and
appreciative audiences!

Radio Conference On
Gabriola

Gabriola Radio Society (GRS) will be
hosting the National Campus Community
Radio Conference (NCRC) from Monday,
June 7–Friday, June 11. The conference is

Saanich-Gulf Islands was a decision to give local residents
a real opportunity to change MPs. This was especially true
with Briony Penn’s decision to withdraw from further
candidacy. The decision of the both the Liberal Party and
NDP to join with Gary Lunn in defeating Elizabeth May is a
sad day for environmentalists and progressives.

I say to NDP and Liberal Party supporters: when you
vote do you want Gary Lunn or Elizabeth May? If you want
Gary Lunn, then vote for the candidate of your party. If you
want change, then vote Elizabeth May and give Saanich-
Gulf Islands a new progressive voice in Parliament.

Curt Firestone, Salt Spring Island

Kind Words
Dear Editor:
On May 13, ‘Round The Islands’ news from Island Tides
(page 9) has a nice article titled ‘Health Care Centre
Fundraising’ which highlights our phenomenal job of
raising money, the Rodrigo Pessoa Golf Tournament and
Tour de Gabriola!

I send information constantly to all Vancouver Island
newspapers and very often one of the reporters will pick-up
on it and call me to do an article.

Island Tides continually goes above and beyond by
rewriting, massaging and reporting on our events and
progress. Gabriola has two local papers that also do a
fantastic job—but it’s lovely to see our Island included and
‘showcased’ so much in a paper that reaches almost 20,000
households on Vancouver Island and all over the Gulf
Islands.
Nancy Nevison, Chair Gabriola Health Care Auxiliary

you’ve Named It!
Dear Editor:
Your front page of May 13-26th depicts a truly glorious view
from Mount Galiano.but where exactly is the ‘Pender Island’
[sic] to which you refer?

I know of the Pender Islands or alternatively the North

and South Pender Islands.’Pender Island’ methinks is an
terminological inexactitude created by Canada Post for its
bureaucratic convenience!

However, the Canada Post did evidently once have its
geography correct; I have in my possession a 1960s postcard
of Bedwell Harbour that is clearly postmarked South Pender
Island!

Martin Mac Gregor, South Pender Island

Ed’s Note: Oops! Sorry! I don’t hear much about the North
Pender/South Pender thing anymore. It used to be
contentious about 20 years ago. Perhaps Island Tides has
been very meticulous of late.

A HSTea Party for All
Dear Editor:
The ‘Tea Party’ phenomenon has come to British Columbia
with former provincial premier Bill Vander Zalm pouring.
But it’s quite a bit different than the American Tea Party
movement. Our southern cousins’ use of the term invokes
the 1773 riot in which Yankee ‘patriots’ forced their way onto
some British merchant vessels in Boston Harbor and threw
cargoes of tea overboard because they did not like the taxes
levied upon it by the Crown. Their battle cry then was, ‘No
taxation without representation!’

But tea in British Columbia is meant to be taken with a
genteel air and with the goal of producing a mild but
respectable euphoria. The idea of throwing perfectly good
tea into the salt chuck goes against our grain (the whales
wouldn’t like it, either). Nevertheless, the shenanigans of
the Campbell government have been wearing thin lately, it
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GULF ISLANDSWATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water
•Whole-house Treatment

• Self-cleaning Sediment Filters
• Media Filters
• Ultraviolet Systems

250-412-1110 • 604- 630-1114 • 524 William Street, Victoria
250-339-6914 Comox Valley

www.watertiger.net

REMOVE:
Iron / Odour / Bacteria /

Hardness / Arsenic
drilling the islands since 1965

1-800-746-7444 SSi: 250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com         drill@drillwell.com

• WATERWEllS

• HYdROfRAcTURing
TO iMPROvE WEll YiEldS

• dRilling fOR gEOSOURcE

What is a 
property worth
without water?

SALTSPRING ISLAND:  
Mike Garside • 250-537-5527
1103–115 Fulford-Ganges Road 

SIDNEY: 
Doug Guedes • 1-866-656-9886 • (656-9886)
A2–9769 Fifth Street
BRENTWOODBAY: 
Doug Strong • 1-877-655-1141 • (652-1141)
7178 W. Saanich Rd
OAKBAY: 
Gary Law  •  250-592-5544
112-2187 Oak Bay Avenue
SAANICHTON: 
DANOLIVE • 1-877-633-0877   
Anchor Insurance Agencies Ltd., 2-7855 East Saanich Road 

www.seafirstinsurance.com

Call Us Toll Free For Quotes On
               •   Homeowners             •  Farm
               •    Commercial                •  Bed & Breakfasts

autoplan

Harry Burton:
Apple Guru

Harry and Debbie Burton of Salt Spring
Island operate Apple Luscious Organic
Orchard growing over 200 of the best-
tasting apple varieties in the world.  

Harry, aka Captain Apple, is available to
do one-hour presentations for your club or
organization. Harry’s two-step philosophy: 

‘I believe that a good rich soil will solve
most problems, as it will create healthy
trees. I don’t try to grow healthy apples. I try
to produce healthy organic soil, which will
produce a healthy tree, which will produce
a healthy apple. But as I said, I focus on soils.
Everything else will look after itself.

‘I believe in diversity of species, so my
orchard is purposely full of as many species
as possible including thistles. My only rule
is that other things cannot shade the apple
trees or touch the apple trees, so I keep
vegetation back from the trees. A diversity
of plants also hosts a diversity of insects.’ 

Harry’s talk includes: ideas concerning
organic food production and practical apple
growing knowledge, food strategies for best
health and longevity, a show-and-tell of
apple items and apple knowledge, and Salt
Spring’s apple history (which began in
1860). The icing on the cake is an 80-image
slide show.

Previous presentations include:

Courtenay Seedy Saturday, Duncan
Garden Club, Quadra Island Garden

Club, Qualicum Beach Garden Club,
Qualicum Beach Seedy Saturday, Salt
Spring Garden Club (twice), Salt Spring
Historical Society (twice), Salt Spring Island
Rotary Club, The Explorers Club and the
Victoria Horticultural Society. 

Contact Harry Burton at:
b u r t o n h @ s a l t s p r i n g . c o m ,
www.appleluscious.com, or 250-653-2007.

Meanwhile Salt Spring’s 2010 apple
festival is being planned. On Sunday,
October 3. This year’s theme is ‘Kids &
Apples: a Magical Combination.’ 

Africa on Pender ~ Patrick
Brown

The Pender Choral Society gets more
ambitious all the time. This spring’s
production of Zimbe! (Alexander
L’Estrange), which could be described as an
African cantata, involved the full 46-voice
adult choir and a 22-voice children’s choir,
and a jazz quintet including drummer
Mbuyeselo ‘Munkie’ Ncapayi. The songs
were in Kiswahili, Khosa, Akan, Zulu, and
Shona, and the choir gloriously mastered
both the languages and the African
harmonies. And the kids were great. 

For Zimbe!, first performed in the UK in
2009, this was the Canadian premiere.

That was only the first half of the
program. After the intermission, the choir
demonstrated its versatility with a selection
of spirituals, ‘Fishing with John’ (a new
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Marathon of Hope for Habitat
You tuft-eared Lynx
Once wild and free in own home territory
You became Specimen BC-03-M-02
Captured as young adult, a bi-national transplant  
Canada to US, Kamloops to Grand Junction 
Transported like a criminal
Not for sterilization but for forced infidelity 
To sire babies, enrich gene pools.
Because lynx habitats had been destroyed in Colorado. 
But you yearned for home and family
You were urged to trek homeward-bound, in a cross-border odyssey. 2,000 kilometres!
Leaping through sunsets and sunrises, clawing to alpine views.
Snatched your padded paws from the path of screeching Michelins
Skirted the toxic cesspools of industry
What mission control, what GPS gave you guidance?
Your challenge was neither drought nor mountains but artificial highways, parking lots, and man
To Banff Canada, 2010. No UV or police escort for you, marathon hero like Terry Fox, 
Your goal was brought to a strangled pain, neck noosed by trap, 
Man made like cancer in the leg. 
You didn’t get your reunion, didn’t get to touch water in a northern Pacific watershed, see Mom, 
Touch first love, curl up in the old lairs of home. 
Instead, you were struck down by cell suburbs replicating to the loss of habitat and limb. 
I could name you Terry but you deserve better than a human moniker.

—Wally du Temple

Round The Islands
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would seem, and they may have finally
pushed their luck too far.

So, BC voters are setting down their
teacups and speaking out—politely, of
course—by signing Vander Zalm’s anti-HST
petition calling for a public referendum on
the issue. As a result, a tea party much more
inclusive and less demagogic than the one
south of the border is taking shape.

This is a tea party for liberals (please note
the lower-case L), but also for conservatives,
moderates—in fact anyone from the entire
political spectrum with a thirst for
something new and fresh after nine years of
Gordon Campbell’s rule. Few doubt that his
party’s plan, to cast a wider revenue net with
HST harmonization, was not hatched before
the last election (although government
members continue to deny it). The point is,
the BC Liberals have brewed a bitter taste in
the mouths of many people over time, like
tea left in the pot for too long.

But there is a larger issue here, and it is
about more than just another government
tax grab. Democratic participation is at
disgracefully low levels in Canada, a grave
problem that goes to the heart of our free
society. Canadians have been brooding
about this while growing increasingly sick
and tired of seeing government and
corporations running rough-shod over the
environment, citizen’s groups, and the
desires of many communities. 

In BC a rising tide of disenchanted voters
recognizes this opportunity to take some
legally constituted (but rarely used) power
and show that they, too, can write
legislation—or stop it, which is the same
thing. The idea is not to stop taxes, by the
way, but rather to stop this tax, this time—
and force the government to own its shame
for forgetting who they work for.

The BC Liberals view this homegrown
version of the tea party movement with
unease and hope that it proves a flash in the
pan. They even tried to spend the rebellious

taxpayers’ own money to make sure that
their hold on power is not co-opted with any
upstart grass roots participatory democracy,
until Elections BC reminded them that they
had failed to register as an ‘official opponent’
and therefore could not participate in the
initiative debate with advertising. But if the
voters really get behind this campaign—as
they seem to be doing—they could show
themselves and the rest of the country what
is possible when people understand their
rights and are willing to exercise them.

Gotta go, the kettle is just beginning to
sing…

Dan Pedrick, Victoria

How To Organize A
Campaign From An Old

Campaigner
Dear Editor:

By mid-May, the Fight HST Citizens’
Initiative Petition has collected  over
500,000 signatures province-wide, with
10% of the registered voters signed in 72 of
85 ridings. 34 of those ridings have achieved
our internal target of 15% of registered
voters or more.

Our plan now is to achieve 15% in all 85
ridings by the end of May.

We want to have the entire province
completed by the end of May, so that we
eliminate any risk to the petition
succeeding. We plan to use June as a
‘contingency month’ to move additional
canvassers into any ridings where we are
short signatures—and get them finished!

To achieve this goal, it will require a
concerted effort for the ridings that are
currently behind. It may also require the
assistance of canvassers from nearby
ridings. 

By now, most organizers are aware of the
best techniques for signature collection.
Following is a list of proven successes
shared by various regions:

1. Setting up in high traffic areas such as
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A schooner  in Navy Channel, between Mayne and  North Pender Islands.

uniting Islands—big and small. It costs a
lot to keep a regional newspaper going! 

Voluntary Subscriptions help
keep all this great news coming!

Did something in this edition:
• inform you?

• pique your interest?

• amuse you?

• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?

• make a good you contact for you?

• find you an opportunity?

• inspire you to take action?

• make a conversation topic?

• find you a good buy or service?

If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island

mailbox or if you pick it up from one of our yellow

free boxes located across the Strait of Georgia

and from Victoria to Campbell River or, if you read

online, you can show your support and appreciation

by mailing a voluntary subscription of 

($25 + $1.25 gst = $26.25) or an
amount of your choice to: 

Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!
And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to
those of you  who have given

subscriptions. Keep those lovely
cards, letters, and emails coming,

too! We paste them all in our
scrapbooks! 

LAND ACT:

NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A 

DISPOSITION OF 

CROWN LAND

Take notice that Howard

Laird McCulloch Jr and

Penelope Jane Spilsbury of

Woodside, California, intend to

make application to Integrated

Land Management Bureau

(ILMB), West Coast Service

Centre for a Specific Permission

– Private Moorage situated on

Provincial Crown land located at

Saltspring Island/Vicinity of

Sansum Narrows.

The Lands File Number that

has been established for this

application is File #1413871.

Written comments concerning this

application should be directed to

the Section Head, Integrated Land

Management Bureau at 142 - 2080

Labieux Rd, Nanaimo, BC, V9T

6J9, or emailed to:

AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@g

ov.bc.ca. Comments will be

received by ILMB until June 30,

2010. ILMB may not be able to

consider comments received after

this date. Please visit our website:

http://www.al.gov.bc.ca/clad/la

nd_prog_services/programs.html

under the link: Applications &

Reasons for Decision for more

information. 

Be advised that any

response to this advertisement

will be considered part of the

public record. For information,

contact the Freedom of

Information Advisor at

Integrated Land Management

Bureau’s regional office.  

June Garden Calendar
Brian Crumblehulme

A powerful spirit of organization breathed through the
household: good food was impossible without a kitchen
garden. 

In this respect, the kitchen garden was a work of art, of
which Monet was justifiably proud. In his mind, this
vegetable garden was inseparable from the other things that
to Monet were part of the good life.

—Claire Joyes, Monet’s great grand-daughter, 1990

Island gardens bordering the Salish Sea can provide fresh
produce all year long and sufficient seasonal produce to
supply any family throughout the winter. The question is
how. A reasonable plot of land with some sun and water is
a good start. Deep earth is also useful; otherwise raised beds
will suffice. A small greenhouse helps too but failing that
some glass cloches and plastic sheeting will extend the
growing seasons at both ends. The kitchen garden is part
technology and part fine art and it is the latter half of the
equation that is the greater challenge. 

Different types of plants have different needs. Green
salads, lettuce and mesclun mixes, for example, only have
to produce leaves before you can eat them. Corn, by
contrast, has to grow two meters high under a hot sun,
flower, pollinate, fill the kernels and ripen before the cobs
can be eaten. In other words you can have three or four
crops of lettuce for one picking of corn. Roots crops also
generally require a longer growing time than leafy
vegetables. 

As with planning a meal, my approach is to organize
those plants that require the longest growing time first:
potatoes, winter carrots, cauliflower, tomatoes and squash.
Potatoes and tomatoes can be started indoors in January.
The former can then be planted out on any mild day in
February which is also a good time to sow early carrots and
fava beans and peas. Tomatoes need heat and grow slowly
for the first couple of months so they can be transplanted
into ever larger pots on a window ledge or greenhouse. This
year my first sowings were planted into an unheated
greenhouse in early April and were flowering by May 1st.
The cauliflower, broccoli, zucchini, summer squash, etc
were sown indoors in early April so they were ready for

planting out in mid-May. Meanwhile, other leafy salads and
vegetables, spinach, rapini, lettuce, Chinese greens and so
on, are sown in small, sometimes tiny pinches at intervals
beginning indoors and, by late March, directly outside
where they are to grow. 

Most commercial growers raise crops in a mono-culture
where the entire farm, field or greenhouse is dedicated to a
single crop. The domestic grower by contrast cannot use a
semi-trailer of zucchini at any one time so small crops are
the norm. This also implies multiple sowings and in my
case, interplanting to optimize my time and land available.
This is where gardening becomes a fine art. I sow or

transplant salad greens between rows of broccoli and later
squash knowing they will be gathered before the major crop
has taken over the whole space. Likewise I grow early basil
and spring carrots between the tomatoes. This process saves
time, space and allows me to monitor the progress of each
crop quickly on a daily basis. The best tasting basil is that
which is grown outside under the sun where it grows quickly
and produces dark green aromatic leaves. But a pinch sown
in January and grown between the tomatoes is ready for
picking in early April. 

Crops needed for winter have to be planned and sown in
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Impact Instead of Protection
The second point of confusion is the misconception that an
environmental impact assessment is a comprehensive
environmental protection process. The general
understanding for environmental professionals is that the
environmental impact assessment process is actually
designed to weigh potential risks and mitigate potential
impacts posed by development projects. The key here is to
remember that the focus is on ‘the impact,’ not on
environmental protection. The aim of an environmental
impact assessment is mainly, where possible, to assist the
project proponent in making a better or more ‘sustainable’
project. It is not to advocate for environmental priorities
distinct from the project needs.

From this perspective, it should be clear that
environmental assessments favour corporate interests,
which are assumed to be—and may well be—synonymous
with public interests. However, some recent developments
in the process should be of concern to the public.

As mentioned above, it has long been a concern of both
governments and industry that the provincial and federal
environmental assessment processes appeared to
needlessly duplicate functions and extend the review time
needlessly. The BC Environmental Assessment Office and
the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency have
recently signed memoranda of understanding to
‘harmonize’ their functions.

In the name of ‘harmonization and business efficiency,’
some processes have been eliminated that were perceived
as duplications by industry, but were perceived as checks
and balances in a deliberative process by some
environmental professionals and environmental NGOs.
Under the terms of these new agreements the BC
Environmental Assessment Office will now defer its
prerogatives to the federal agency. In return the federal
assessment agency will review the documents prepared for
BCEAO and may accept their reports and findings in lieu of
commissioning its own review. Additionally, this means
that provincial staff work can be exchanged for federal staff
work and vice versa, and that professional consultants hired
by proponents can also work on requirements for both the
BCEAO and federal CEAA.

This means that the federal and provincial public
servants in both the BCEAO and CEAA are endorsing an
interpretation of the ‘public interest’ which equates it with
‘corporate interest.’

In my professional opinion, this is not quite self-
regulation, such as we have just seen in the US Department
of Interior’s failure to adequately regulate and assess risks,
but it is extremely close to it. Just as democracy depends on
a clear separation of church and state, so environmental
protection and sound science depend on a clear separation

of corporations and state.

Environmental Protection and Public
Consultation

Two of the spin-offs of the ‘harmonization’ process at both
the BCEAO and the CEAA have been the almost
simultaneous moves at both the federal and provincial level
to exclude the public from the consultation process. When
the Harper government implemented Bill C-9, Jobs and
Economic Growth Act it did not ‘reconcile economic, social,
and environmental elements of development projects’
because it removed the stakeholder consultation process.

Similary, Section 4 of the provincial Bill 17 (2010) The
Clean Energy Act takes similar draconian steps by
removing the requirement for a ‘Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity’ for a significant number of
major projects.  For example, the exclusion of the BC
Utilities Commission from the process means that the
public can no longer apply for intervener status in a review
process.

These political moves are consistent with the legal and
professional limitations of the provincial environmental
assessment act. The public is effectively removed from
having a direct say in the conservation concerns of the
environment, seemingly ‘for its own good.’ This is an
unsustainable structural imbalance in the political system
which is at odds with conservation objectives, and
international agreements—such as the Convention on
Biodiversity, to which Canada is signatory.

If these are the interpretations of the public good and of
the function of provincial and federal environmental
assessment acts, then clearly, the values of a substantial
segment of the Canadian population which functions as the
‘environmental lobby’ are not covered. In the United States,
the Environmental Protection Agency and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration were at least able
to maintain a semblance of objectivity in attempted
prosecutions of BP and they will undoubtedly play an
important role in the future of the Deepwater Horizon
catastrophe.

Under the current regulatory regime in Canada, it is
unclear who would assume a similar role given the current
interpretation of the public interest by a corporate state.

The public cannot rely on the government or the civil
service to protect its interests, unless it believes that its
interests are those of BP, General Electric and other large
corporations that control our energy future and our
economy. The civil service’s clear alignment with corporate
interests marginalizes, and replaces, the environmental
interests of the public. 

The Deepwater Horizon catastrophe is part of a timeline
of an exponentially growing series of environmental
impacts from Santa Barbara (1969) to the Exxon Valdez

(1989) that tells us about the mounting risks and costs
ahead, if we place our trust in public servants.

If we take sustainability seriously, then we must take our
environmental obligations to future generations seriously,
and seek to make personal lifestyle changes that break our
energy dependency on these corporations. Only the public
can guarantee future generations the environmental
protection we owe them, and a sustainable future. The
public must therefore be directly involved in environmental
assessment reviews, if we are to prioritize sustainable
environmental values.

This article was first published in an annotated version
online at Sunshine Coast’s Sustainable Coast:
http://sustainablecoast.ca on May 10.  Loy Maingon is
currently the owner of Aardscan Biological and
Environmental Ltd, a firm specializing in environmental
assessments and adaptation strategies associated with
climate change. He has worked on endangered species
conservation at the Centre for Studies in Agriculture, Law
and Environment, University of Saskatchewan. He was a
Killam post-doctoral fellow at UBC, and taught cultural
ecology at Western Ontario and UBC. 0
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BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…

We’ll take anything with a
deposit for a full refund.

Open daily 9am to 6pm
Sunday 9:30am to 5pm

250.539.2936

SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEz BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND

4090 Bayridge Ave	West Vancouver  BC V7V 3K1  
t 01 604 921 8646	 f 01 604 921 0755   
bsa@blueskyarchitecture.com   
www.blueskyarchitecture.com  
     

HELLIWELL + SMITH
BLUE SKY ARCHITECTURE

"From the first Blue Sky 
Architecture have been 
regionalists in the best 
sense of the term. They 
have been deeply involved 
with the ecology and 
topography of southern 
British Columbia and its 
wonderful interweave of sea, 
forest, and rock ."

early summer. Late potatoes, carrots, leeks, parsnips, etc,

need time so they should be sown in May and June.

Likewise winter storage squash and pumpkins need the

summer heat to grow and then can be left to mature through

the cooler nights of fall. Broccoli, cauliflower, kale and

cabbage can grow very fast in summer and slow down as

fall approaches. Again, a pinch of seed sown every six weeks

or so will ensure a continuous supply. Frost hardy winter

varieties should be sown from August on as they will begin

to mature in early winter for eating around Christmas time.

Fall sown winter vegetables will continue to grow until frost

after which they will sit the cold weather out and begin

growing rapidly again in the first bright days of spring. So

cauliflower sown in late August will be ready for harvest in

October or November. Those sown in late September will

mature in time for Easter. September is a busy time because

as you are picking the late summer crops you need to be

sowing winter and spring ones. Winter greens are generally

hardy in our climate. Two winters ago I had to harvest

lettuce, radish, rapini and broccoli from under the snow. 

One final note. The vicissitudes of nature just happen.

The weather and creatures with more or less than two feet

have no respect. Never sow all your seeds at once.

Traditionally most gardeners in temperate climes would

sow and plant three times, early, main crop, and late. The

early and late will work if spring and fall happen to be mild.

In other words you extend the season weather permitting.

Last year, for example, spring was late, summer hot and dry

and fall was mild so the early sowings of heat-loving plants

were lost and so were the main crops if you ran out of water.

But we had lots of spring salads and leafy greens, a good

crop of tomatoes, and a huge crop of fall and winter

vegetables that we are still eating in early May.

Recipes 
If you start with good ingredients traditional peasant food

is generally excellent. Potatoes and cheese, rice and lentils,

corn and beans, and so on. Contemporary peasant food by
contrast, a hamburger with fries & a coke, is well...?

Bread & Beans
Prep time 20 minutes, Serves 2 for dinner 4 for lunch
4 hot fresh dinner buns
½ Kilo fresh Broad Beans, also called Fava and Egyptian

Beans 
½ a leek and/or 2 sticks of celery
Olive oil
Rosemary, cumin, honey, fennel, black pepper, cider

vinegar
Chives, pine nuts or almonds

Chop the leek and celery and gently fry in oil for about 5
minutes. Shell the fresh beans and toss in with the
vegetables. Add a sprig of chopped fresh rosemary and
fennel, some cumin, a spoonful of honey, and pepper to
taste. Mix well, just cover with water and steam for 10-12
minutes until cooked but still firm. Turn off the heat and
add a dash of vinegar, stir and cover for 1 minute. 

Garnish with a drift of chopped chives (or chive flowers),
pine nuts or toasted almonds and serve hot or cold with a
glass of white wine. For a more substantial dinner substitute
stock for the water and chop in a few slices of Bratwurst or
Kielbasa.    

Dal Bhat (Lentils with Rice)
Prep time 45 minutes, Serves 2
2 cups Basmati rice
vegetable oil
1½ cups green lentils
salt & pepper
ginger, chillies 

Wash and cover the lentils with cold water, bring to a boil
and simmer for 30 minutes until nearly cooked. Fry the rice
in 2 Tbsp oil until crisp, remove from the heat, add a pinch
of salt, cover with water and steam for 20 minutes until
fluffy. Pour 2 Tbsp oil into a saucepan, grate some ginger in

and crunch in enough chillies plus one. Fry gently until the
air makes your eyes water. When the lentils are nearly
cooked stir in the spice mix and cook for a further 5-10
minutes until tender. 

Serve hot with beer or tea. For dinner sprinkle with toasted
coconut, add a couple of eggs and crisp green apple. 0 
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open to all NCRA members as well as anyone interested in
expanding their radio skills and knowledge.  

It’s an unique opportunity to meet broadcasters,
journalists, radio programmers, writers and publishers
from across the country. The conference features
presentations by the CRTC, Industry Canada, CBC and
experienced broadcasters from across Canada. Many events
are open to the public, see the Gabriola Radio website for
ticket price and availability. The conference includes a book
and media fair on Tuesday, June 8, a free event to which
the public is invited to come and meet the broadcasters,
journalists, writers, booksellers and publishers who define
culture and community in Canada. A Women in Radio
conference on scheduled on the Thursday. More
information at www.CKGI.ca/ncrc/.

Defending the Backyard—Or The Fort
As eating local becomes more a part of our daily lives, events
and workshops are popping up to help us out. 

‘Defending Your Backyard’ is an event presented by the
Islands Chefs’ Collaborative of Vancouver Island and the
Gulf Islands. This one-day event showcases some of the
Island’s best chefs cooking with local food, many local
farmers and producers featuring their wares, and a full
selection of local breweries and wineries. The group figures
that the best way to promote local food and drink is to let
the public consume it on Sunday, May 30 at Fort Rodd Hill,
Check out the website at www.iccbc.ca to purchase tickets
and get more information on the event. 0
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near grocery stores, post offices, liquor
stores or other high visibility places where
lots of people come and go.

2. Setting up a in a central location, such
as a community centre, local business, or
public building and advertising the location
via our web site and/or in local media where
possible, or papering the community with
posters and notices in public places.

3. Door-to-door. This is not always the
most effective in gathering signatures, but
some ridings have left ‘notices’ in the mail
box or on the doorstep listing places where
people can come and sign later. (One
volunteer who did this in Delta got 600
signatures in five hours standing on a street
corner after the door-to-door blitz).

4. Creating a ‘presence’ for the petition
using signs and banners in high visibility
areas where people can come by to sign.

We are asking all Regional Organizers,
Captains and Canvassers to commit to
completing the petition targets in their areas
by May 31. If you are in an area where you
have reached your target, and are willing to
assist in a neighbouring riding, please get in
touch with the Regional Organizer for that

riding and let them know you are available.
The Provincial Strategy Team is going to

use our limited resources to launch an
advertising campaign to promote a ‘final
petition push’ for the last weekend in May.  

Volunteers are literally helping to save
our province from a tax that nobody wants,
and from a dictatorial government that is
going to be forced to listen!

Bill Vander Zalm, Leader, Fight HST

Some Site-C History
Dear Editor:
I am responding to ‘Spill Baby Spill’ by
Elizabeth May in your May 13 edition. I
worked on the first Site-C hearing in 1982
while on the staff of the BC Utilities
Commission. The prime interest rate at the
time was around 20%! If we did not need
the output from ‘C’, we would end up ‘eating’
the interest costs on the construction and
selling at deep discounts to the USA. This
was the ‘what if’ scenario that the BCUC staff
constructed. Government's wisdom in
bringing BC Hydro under full economic
regulation in 1981 was proven justified!
Their wisdom saved BC billions of dollars
and the loss of precious Peace River bottom

land. And there is still no domestic need for
Site C!

In 1988, ‘Power Smart’ was conceived for
the sole purpose of satisfying the public’s
expectation that conservation was a viable
resource, and if Site-C had any prospects at
all, at least one Site-C equivalent would need
to be produced via conservation. This was
BC Hydro Executive VP, Bill Best’s advice to
Larry Bell, BC Hydro Chair at the time. The
‘Conservation Potential Collaboration,’ after
more than a year’s research, determined
that, with a 1988 level of efficiency
technology, BC Hydro could expect no less
than 10 Site-C equivalents from
conservation! The realizable potential was
greater than one and probably less than 10,
but that was 1988 efficiency technology, and
did not include supply-side efficiencies or
renewables!

The North West Power Planning Council
was struggling at the same time with the
prospect of abandoning four nuclear power
projects and, together with the National
Energy Labs of the US Energy Department,
‘invented’ IERP. This redefined benefit-cost
analysis in energy project justification to
include alternative project rankings
determined with valuations of economic
inputs, environmental costs and social costs.
Such analysis proved that energy
conservation was the ‘top gun’ even on a
purely economic basis, with the social and
environmental benefits as ‘icing on the
cake.’ The highest ‘net social benefit’ was the
order of the day.

The BCUC caused IERP to be required
by regulation, and the implementation was
weakened by a BC Court of Appeals
Decision that limited the ability of the BCUC
to intervene at BC Hydro’s strategic planning
process. Nonetheless, IERP was a fact, and
required by all the utilities under BCUC
jurisdiction as fundamental justification for
the addition of major capital projects.

Everywhere one looked, around the
world in circa 1992, energy conservation
was being better understood and adopted
by jurisdictions with severe economic
challenges in the provision of energy
supplies.  Regular visits from foreign
country delegates to the BCUC were
welcomed by the Commission and its staff
as we shared openly our ‘secrets’ just the
same as the North West Power Planning
Council had shared theirs with us.

So what happened?  Market Based
Pricing, Competition, De-regulation,
ENRON and ultimately the economic
collapse of 2008 ‘happened’. Misguided,
‘quick fix’ solutions and dishonest trading
and accounting aided and abetted this ‘fall
from sanity’ and has brought us to where we
are today. A world dying environmentally,

socially and economically because of the fact
that we are wasting 60% or more of our
energy production (Discovery Magazine )!
We have seen the winners and losers in this
scenario, the ‘winners’ who belong in prison,
and the losers are the rest of us!

BP, once a leader in the transition to non-
fossil fuel based energy production, found
now to be negligent, incompetent and
consummately self-interested as their
uncontrolled spill into the Gulf of Mexico
persists with no end in sight. Where were
the safeguards that any prudent person
would demand in place prior to drilling?
Where were the watch dogs? Where is our
science and technology? De-regulation is
killing us!

Interestingly, in circa 1975, a subsidiary
of Lockheed Aircraft located in Delta, BC
was involved with no less than 8 submarine
wells, deep and far off the coast of Brazil.  All
8 wells were in danger of each spilling 5,000
barrels a day because of the failure of the
driller to properly set the down hole safety
valves.  It was up to our engineers to design
a way of containing the pressure while
running tools down the well to set the safety
controls.  Each day, we prayed that our
crews, working in small submarine
chambers that surrounded each well, would
survive the possible ‘blow out’ of these 8
wells.  Our team with some additional
expertise, prevailed, and we brought all 8
wells successfully into production. We had,
in 1975, a Canadian invented, engineered,
manufactured, installed and serviced
system for the development of submarine
oil and gas wells that represented the best
practice in the entire world!   And we had
done our research and development in a
partnership will Shell Oil in the Gulf of
Mexico!  The technology is now owned by
Husky Oil, who have failed to realize the
incredible value that this effort created.

We have shown great wisdom,
inventiveness and courage in our pursuit of
energy, albeit with some severe errors along
the way.  But we were learning to do better,
to produce economic, healthy, sustainable
energy.   When did we give up this quest?
Tragically, it seems that as our concerns
about global warming grow, our stupidity
with regard to energy grows even more
quickly. We did have it right, and it is time
to get it right again!

We can begin to get this right by
‘recalling’ the BC legislation that is
threatening us with economic,
environmental and social ruin. Either that
or ‘recall’ the entire BC Legislative
Assembly! And require they all take several
lessons in ‘net social benefit’ before being
allowed to run again for public office!

John Hague, Gabriola Island 0
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SUMMEREARTHEdUcATiOnPROgRAMS (SEEP) 2010
The gulf islands centre for Ecological learning is now accepting registration enquires
for its SEEP activities on Mayne, Pender, Saturna and Salt Spring islands.

Our programs integrate the knowledge and understanding of marine, forest and
freshwater ecosystems, food growing and local first nations knowledge. We use
natural science, multi-sensory experiences, art, photography, theatre, story telling,

music and play as core learning methods.

Time: 10am to 4pm, Monday through friday
children ages 6 to 12 fees: $175.00/week/child under review
gicEl may be able to provide limited financial assistance for families who have
children wishing to participate. 

gUlf iSlAndS cEnTRE fOREcOlOgicAl lEARning
A dEcAdEOf PROviding ExPERiEncES innATURE fOR All.

it has been 10 years  since  the gulf  islands centre  for Ecological learning was
conceived and during this year (2010) we will surpass the 1,000th participant in our
various programs. This to us is a great record and we would like to celebrate the
occasion with all our partners, parents, grandparents and children who have been
part of this great adventure. So, please mark down October 22, 2010 as the day to
help us celebrate a decade of nature-based education.

Tentative plans are in the making and there will be both day activities and an evening
event on Salt Spring island. We will keep you apprised of developments and formal
invitations will be sent out as the date draws near. 

consult our website at www.gicel.ca or email: gicel@gicel.ca. 

Salt Spring island: July 12 - 30 
contact: Jessica Reveley,
jreveley@sd64.bc.ca

Mayne island: August 2 - 13
contact: Jessica Willows,
jwillows@sd64.bc.ca

Pender island: July 12 - 16
contact: Julie Johnston,
greenhearted@shaw.ca

Saturna island: August 16 - 20

contact: Jessica Willows,
jwillows@sd64.bc.ca

LETTERS, from page 12

From May 15, medium-sized backyard burns have been
prohibited within the Coastal Fire Centre’s jurisdiction to
help prevent human-caused wildfires and limit the impact
of smoke. This restriction specifically refers to: waste, slash
or other material, piled or unpiled, that is larger than 0.5
metres in height and 0.5 metres in width, but smaller than
two metres in height and three metres in width; and stubble
or grass that is being burned over an area greater than
2,000 square metres.

The ban does not apply to cooking stoves that use gas,
propane or briquettes, or to open fires, including campfires,
that are a half-metre by a half-metre or smaller. People
lighting fires larger than two metres by three metres must
comply with burning regulations and obtain a burn
registration number by calling 1-888 797-1717.

Approved open fires used for resource management,
such as eco-system restoration, are not included in the
prohibition.

The ban covers all BC Parks, Crown and private lands,
but does not apply to the City of Vancouver or within the
boundaries of local governments that have forest fire-
prevention bylaws and are serviced by a fire department.

The Capital Regional District has its
own fire bylaw, and other regional
districts may have similar regulations.
Please check with civic authorities for
any restrictions before lighting a fire.

Anyone found in contravention of
the ban could be fined up to $345 or be
held responsible for suppression costs
if their negligence causes a wildfire. The
ban will be in place until October 15 or
until otherwise lifted.

The Coastal Fire Centre covers the
area west of the height of land on the
Coast Mountain range from the
US/Canada border at Manning Park to
the western border of Tweedsmuir
Park in the north, and includes the
Sunshine Coast, the Lower Mainland,
Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands. 

To report a wildfire or unattended campfire call 1-800
663-5555 or *5555 on most cellular networks.

For more information on open fire prohibitions, area

restrictions or for updates on current wildfire activity, visit
www.bcwildfire.ca. 0

Backyard burning ban

Photo: Susan Banjavich
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The BC Supreme Court has given Daniel and Debra
Stoneman on Denman Island an opportunity to continue
their case against the Denman Island Local Trust
Committee if they decide to file a new Statement of Claim.
However, the Honourable Mr Justice Verhoeven struck out
the Stonemans’ entire Statement of Claim and put limits on
their court action, as noted in his Reasons for Judgment
dated May 5, 2010.

‘The judge has not ruled on the merits of the actual case,’
said Sheila Malcolmson, Chair of the Islands Trust Council.

‘While this leaves the door open for the Stonemans to
continue, it also places significant limits on the court case,
if they choose to proceed.’

On July 27, 2009 the Stonemans filed an amended
Statement of Claim against the Denman Island Local Trust
Committee, the Islands Trust, the Islands Trust Council,
Trustees Louise Bell and Tony Law, and David Marlor, a
regional planning manager with the Islands Trust. The

Stonemans claimed bad faith, negligence, breach of trust,
malice, abuse of public office and breach of the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms.

The Stonemans have initiated various actions against the
Denman Island Local Trust Committee since 2006. The
most recent Statement of Claim relates to a Development
Permit Area in Denman Island’s Official Community Plan
that was established to protect development in areas where
professional reports have identified unstable land. Among
other claims, the Stonemans allege that the Denman Island
Local Trust Committee created the Development Permit
Area for incorrect reasons and has improperly refused to
issue them various permits for development.

The Islands Trust applied in March of this year to have
the Stonemans’ action dismissed on the basis that their
Statement of Claim did not contain any reasonable claims.
Mr Justice Verhoeven indicated that the Stonemans’
Statement of Claim as drafted was ‘vexatious, prejudicial to

a fair trial of the proceeding, an abuse of process’ and
‘hopelessly clouded by imprecision.’ However, given that ‘it
is virtually impossible to determine what was intended,’ he
ruled that the Stonemans should be given the opportunity
to prepare a properly drafted claim, albeit on a more limited
basis. Justice Verhoeven struck down the Stonemans’ claim
related to the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and did not
allow them to re-introduce that part of their action. He also
stayed a counterclaim that the Stonemans had filed
previously.

In his Reasons for Judgment, Mr Justice Verhoeven
concluded that the Islands Trust had been ‘substantially
successful’ in having the Stonemans’ case dismissed and ruled
that the Stonemans must therefore pay the Islands Trust’s
court costs ‘forthwith.’ The Stonemans now have 90 days to
file a new Statement of Claim, if they wish. At that time, the
Islands Trust could apply to strike out those claims. 0
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AUTOMOTIVE

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

HOME SERVICES

- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

Standing Seam
metal Roofing
foR WateR

ColleCtion SyStemS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE

SHAKE & SHINGLE

Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

L

A
NC
E VAESE

NROOFING 
Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

Fax 250-383-2198

FOR RENT

BUSINESS OPP

HOUSING
Pender  Island.  Spacious  one
bedroom  Hope  Bay  area.  Quiet
setting, wood  floors, wood stove,
n/s, references required. $750. 250-
629-3964.

North  Galiano  Island.  3  month
summer  rental.  Flexible  June  to
October.    Three  bedroom  home,
wood  heat,  running  water,
outhouse.  In  Therah  Village
adjacent  to Dionisio    Park.  $1200
/month.  Resident  cat  needs
company.  References.  Gary  and
Barbara Moore 250-539-2127.

Saturna  Island.  Spacious  Sunny
1–Bedroom  Suite.  Hi-Speed
internet,  satellite  TV,  washer  &
dryer,  Jenn-Air  range.  Perfect  for
couple or single person. Year-round
preferred. 250-539-2000.

Mayne  Island  Kayaking  for  sale.
Great  seasonal  business
opportunity. Priced to sell. Contact
us at info@kayakmayneisland.com

Rent
Quality�Pre-Owned�
Cars�&�Minivans

www.gsaautorentals.com

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

terry@gsaautorentals.com

Book�with�the�best!
Pick-Up��from�

Swartz�Bay�FerryTerminal�&�

Victoria�Airport

Monthly�from�$625

Weekly�from�$205
Mention�this�ad��for�discount

GSA�Auto�Rentals�

FOR SALE

PETS

Specializing in… 
Pvc deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks, garage decks

and Roofdecks.
cAll dAvE WOOdE
cOnTRAcTing:

250-537-2990 or 
1-800-804-6288

Servicing the gulf islands

MEETINGS
School District #64 (Gulf Islands). A
regular  meeting  of  the  Board  of
School  Trustees  will  be  held  at
School  Board  Office,  112  Rainbow
Road, Salt Spring Island, Wednesday,
June 9 commencing at 1pm. To view
the  agenda  for  this  meeting:
www.sd64.bc.ca/board_meetings.html
Public Welcome!  

Salt  Spring  Island.  Sunset  House
Independent living for seniors Five
suites  to  choose  from. Meals,
tea/coffee all day, linen laundry and
more. Contact lucchime@hotmail.com
or 250-537-8560.

Co-housing Comox Valley. Open House
June  6  from  11am-2pm.  9  acres,
community garden, workshop, common
house,  2  guest  rooms,  etc.  3  units
available.  www.creeksidecommons.ca

Quadra Island getaway cabin for 2.
Private,  Panoramic,  Peaceful
www.lunavista.ca

Quadra  Island  panoramic  ocean
view,  budget B&B.  Pets  stay  free.
Email  for more  info  and  pictures:
oceanrest229@gmail.com.

Gabriola  Island.  The  Maples
Oceanfront Estate & Farm, offering
weekly  summer  rentals.  Great  for
families. www.explorethemaples.com

MARINE
WAHL MARINE LTD.

135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

30 years experience

dock building & repair

pile driving & drilling

aluminum gangways & ramps

wood piers & wood floats

crane barge service & towing

mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

On Time & On Budget

• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker

250-537-9710
www.islandmarine.ca

MOORINGS
INSTALLED •SERVICED

MAINTAINED

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199
250-538-1667

cdwest@telus.net

GETAWAYSNorth Pender Island.   Oceanfront
home for sale.  1.18 acres, hot tub,
electric gate, 2 suites, 4500 square
feet.  Excellent  condition.  visit
www.penderislandserenity.com
call 604-807-5999.

FULL COLOUR

Boxed Ads
start at
$47.70       

• CRD approved drinking water
• pool filling • dust control 

• street flushing • film industry 

• 3000 gallon tankers

250-388-2712
Bulk Water Delivery

www.H2oonthego.ca

Property  Maintenance  and
Landscaping. Yard and garden, wood
and stone, odd jobs and clean-ups.
Saanich Peninsula. Tim 250-857-3677.

Soare  Contracting  Inc.  Roofing
specialists, BBB A+ rating, licensed,
insured, WCB, Visa, M/C. Excellent
references.  Roofers  you  can  trust.
www.soarecontracting.com 250-474-
7325.

Island-Wide  Painting  and  Home
Renovations.  WCB  and  Liability
insured.  Offering  painting  and
renovation  services.  Quality
workmanship.  Please  call  Rick
250-954-3942 or 250-951-6392.

FREE!
Scrap Car, Truck,
Bus & Equipment  

REMOVAL

No Wheels?
No Problem!

Medium & large bins
for metal clean-up

also available

Gulf Islands • Victoria

Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

Waterfront home &
guest cottage for sale

Gabriola Island
$989,000

www.PropertyGuys.com
Listing #42981

1-250-247-8364

REAL ESTATE

D. A. SMITHSON & SONS

Well Drillers
250-539-5252
250-478-6937
dasons@telus.net
www.smithsondrilling.com

Ship to Shore
Tree Services

Island to Island Arborist

• pruning • topping • thinning

• hazardous tree removal
• lot clearing 
• 30 years experience 
• insured 

have boat will travel 

anywhere on the westcoast

John Racine 

250-668-2186
info@shiptoshore.ca

Galiano Island. Amazing dog needs
home. Affectionate and playful 5yr-
old  female  border  collie/  retriever
seeks  loving  home.    Call  Chris/
Vanessa 250-539-5021.

Comox.  16-1/2’  Double  Eagle
runabout. ‘99 Yamaha 4 stroke 50hp.
Oversized karavan galvanized trailer.
Great  boat.  Excellent  condition.
$11,000. 250-339-4398

Mayne  Island.  1995  Saturn  SL2,  4-
door,  dark  blue.  5-speed  manual,
serviced  engine  trans  &  cooling
system,  AM/FM  cassette,  cruise
control, electric windows, tilt wheel,
immobilizer. $1,400. 604-250-7259. 

Salt  Spring  Island.  Australian
Aboriginal art. Pintubi Dreamtime
paintings.  Acrylic  on  Belgian
linen.  Authenticity  certificates.
250-537-1151, redochre@shaw.ca.

Saturna Island. 9' wooden lapstrake
rowing  dinghy  by  K.  Douglas
Boatworks #1100, spoon-shape oars,
canvas  cover,  white  hull,  wood
interior. Great to row, a lovely boat.
$1,900.  250-539-9920.

V. I. Hay Sales. Beautiful 1st & 2nd
cut Orchard Grass, 2nd cut Alfalfa
&  Straw.  Please  call  for  pricing.
Delivery available. 250-248-7507.

Richmond.  Dock  10’X30’
reconditioned concrete dock with
3x12 cedar rub-rail and new cedar
decking. Will sell as is or installed.
604-219-7998. 

Kuper Island. Gulf Islands organic
beef  grass  fed.  No  hormones,
antibiotics  or  chemicals.  Custom
slaughtered  whole  /  side.  Phone
250-246-2425  or  e-mail
sam@foldedhillsfarm.ca

Pender Island. Pool/Snooker Table
8’ x 4.3’; 2 sets of balls, cue stand,
pool  cues,  2  books,  and  rack.
Overhead  lighting  also  for  sale.
Excellent condition! $550. or best
offer. 604-807-5999. 

Richmond. One piece molded hot
tub with  seat,  wood  fired  snorkel
stove,  6’  dia  x  4.5’  deep.  No
assembly, no leaks, strong, mineral
grey. 604-250-3541, ken@dico.ca

Pender Island. Thelin Gnome Pellet
Stove, heats 750 square feet. Only
used  a  few  times.  Includes  huge
supply of pellets. About $3000 new,
only $1500. Call 604-807-5999.

Blue Slate and Ridley Bronze turkey
poults  $14,  hatching  eggs  $3.50
each.  Can  fly,  mate  naturally  and
live  many  years.  Ready  at
Christmas.  windrush@telus.net
250-537-4669

1.866.381.9995
www.citygreen.ca

 

Homeowner Grants
& Energy Savings Advice 

S o l u t i o n s

HARVESTING SYSTEMS

design, installation &

service

BOB BURGESS 

250-246-2155
bob@rainwaterconnection.com

www.rainwaterconnection.com

Court limits Denman Island case

WANT TO RENT
Pender  Island.  Spacious,  sunny,
one bedroom suite or cabin rental
needed  long  term  basis  with  one
pet  acceptable  $750  inclusive
utilities. Jeanette 604-435-8037. 
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CD Reviews by Patrick Brown

A Joyful Sort of Blues

I’m quite sure that Little Miss Higgins isn’t old enough to
remember the prairies in the thirties. Neither am I, quite.
But that doesn’t spoil her delight in bringing us her version
of the blues of that time and place, and our delight in
hearing her.

She has the style, the tunes, and even the sound of the
thirties (except for the scratches on the records). But more
than anything else she has the feeling. 

And she can sing! Loud and clear—and a good thing too,

because the words to her songs bring us the era as we see it
today, with humour and joy.

She’s backed up by an eclectic collection of prairie
instrumentalists, ranging from
mandolin to euphonium to the
inevitable harmonica, all
devoted to the styles of the
thirties.

The bonus is the words.
Just to read the titles: ‘The
Tornado Song’ (‘It seems that
tornados are following me’),
‘Glad Your Whiskey Fits Inside

My Purse,’ ‘Bargain! Shop
Panties’ (apparently
purchased from a quonset
hut in Watrous,
S a s k a t c h e w a n — y o u
must’ve been there), and
so on. Fortunately, the
words are all printed in an
insert in the CD package.

Altogether, fun. 

African Invasion 
The rhythms, sounds, and songs of Africa are gradually
taking hold in Canada, and one of the foremost  movers and
shakers of this moving and shaking music is Alpha Yaya
Diallo, who has now recorded six albums. His latest, Immé,
illustrates how beats designed for the feet can be
orchestrated—for that is the word—for instruments with
which we are familiar. 

There must, of course, be drums. But beyond them,
Diallo uses guitars, violin, viola, keyboards, harmonica,
balafon, and bass to weave an African tapestry around the
rhythms, and then adds melodies in a distinctive lexicon of

treble harmonies to bring us the space,
light, and life of his continent.

The tunes may be simple, but the
arrangements are sophisticated, and
illustrate the evolution of what we have
come to regard as ‘world music’—no longer
primitive, if it ever was; no longer foreign;
but nevertheless exotic, and exciting, and
evocative. 

Immé, Alpha Yaya Diallo, Bafing
Productions/Jericho Beach Music,
www.jerichobeach.com.

Across The Plains, Jolene Higgins, Little
Miss Higgins Music,
www.littlemisshiggins.com. 0


